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SUMMARY
The frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) technique is an important ultrashort-
pulse measurement technique, approaching its maturity after a decade of developments
and innovations. A new variation of the FROG, called grating-eliminated no-nonsense
observation of ultrafast laser-light e-fields (GRENOUILLE), is known for its low cost, com-
pact size, and user-friendly operation. As a 2003 R&D 100 award winner, GRENOUILLE
has taken the FROG technique into the commercial realm. With the rapid improvement of
the hardware, new capabilities are possible, but sophisticated software is required in order
to achieve them. In this project, I have developed new pulse-retrieval software which auto-
matically computes, for the first time, error bars on the retrieved pulse intensity and phase.
I also included the effects of nonrandom errors—spatio-temporal pulse distortions—in the
spectrograms measured by the FROG and GRENOUILLE techniques. These nonrandom
errors, primarily introduced by the spatio-temporal pulse distortions, severely crippled pre-
vious algorithms, which ignored such effects. In order to retrieve the pulse in the presence
of the nonrandom errors, a new ultrashort pulse field model, including both the spatial
and temporal information of pulses, was proposed. A new GRENOUILLE trace-generation
model based on this new pulse model was also developed. Finally a new algorithm was
created. The core of the optimization method was upgraded from the steepest descent
method to Newton’s method. Numerical simulations indicate that this new algorithm can
retrieve the temporal characteristics of pulse even when its FROG trace is contaminated
with significant nonrandom errors in the form of spatio-temporal distortions—spatial chirps
and pulse-front tilts. Furthermore, the values of these distortions can also be computed by
the new algorithm. For random errors, no rigorous mathematical model can be constructed,
so a statistical treatment was necessary. The implementation of a well known statistical
method, the bootstrap method, proved ideal. By using the bootstrap method, we can now
retrieve not only the pulse intensity and phase, but also error bars on these values from a
xii
single FROG trace measurement in the presence of arbitrary random errors. The results
show that the bootstrap method not only attains error bars from noisy FROG traces, but





In the Ultrafast community, ’Ultrashort Laser Pulse’ is the name used to describe a very
short burst of electro-magnetic energy. The time durations of these bursts are usually
in the order of femtoseconds. Because of their high instant intensities and short time
durations, ultrashort laser pulses are widely used in the fields of physics, chemistry and
biology. Accurate measurement of these ultrashort laser pulses is very important.
Measuring the pulses in femtoseconds is not easy because ultrashort pulses are the short-
est events ever created by mankind. Normally a shorter event is required to measure the
unknown event. Intensity autocorrelation was one of the first techniques used to solve this
optical measurement problem. Intensity autocorrelation is based on an idea that an ul-
trashort laser pulse can be measured by itself. This same idea was implemented in the
later, more advanced techniques, such as frequency-resolved optical gating(FROG).[53] Al-
though autocorrelator originates from a revolutionary idea, it can only poorly measure the
duration of the pulse and nothing else. More detailed information about pulses (intensity
profile, phase profile) is required in advanced research. The techniques that can measure full
intensity and phase characteristic of an ultrashort pulse were invented in the early 1990’s.
FROG and spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction(SPIDER)
stand out as two most well-known and reliable techniques.
FROG capitalizes the idea of autocorrelator—measuring the pulse by itself. But unlike
autocorrelator which measures the total energy of the gated piece of the pulse, FROG spec-
trally resolves the gated piece of the pulse. What FROG measured is a 2D spectrogram of
the ultrashort pulse. This is what is referred to as FROG trace in the following description.
FROG trace contains complete information about the intensity and phase of a complex
pulse, except for a few trivial ambiguities that can be ignored in most ultrashort pulse
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implementations. After encoding the pulse information in the FROG trace, a numerical
program is used to retrieve the pulse information (intensity and phase) from the measured
FROG trace. Retrieval of the pulse intensity and phase relies on an iterative algorithm.
Because of the huge information redundancy in the FROG trace and the iterative nature
of the algorithm, the pulse retrieval of the FROG technique is extremely robust.
After about ten years of development, the FROG technique is approaching its maturity.
The appearance of the new version of FROG called grating-eliminated no-nonsense observa-
tion of ultrafast laser-light e-fields (GRENOUILLE) finally commercialized this technique.
GRENOUILLE is known for its low cost, simple structure, compact size and alignment free
operation. Also, recent research has shown that in addition to measuring temporal pulse
characteristics, GRENOUILLE has the capacity of measuring spatial chirps and pulse-front
tilts in an ultrashort pulse without a single modification in its hardware. As a result, the
FROG pulse retrieval algorithm needed to be improved to cope with these new features in
GRENOUILLE.
This chapter will cover the basics of the FROG technique from a perspective of a theorist,
specifically focusing on the FROG apparatus, FROG trace and details of the FROG algo-
rithm. Interested readers may refer to the FROG book authored by Dr. Rick Trebino.[53]
Finally some new achievements in the FROG pulse retrieval algorithm will be addressed,
which focus on determining the uncertainty in the retrieved pulse intensity and phase for
all FROG pulse retrievals as well as retrieving spatial temporal parameters from distorted
GRENOUILLE traces.
1.2 What the FROG Measures
FROG is the first technique to fully determine the intensity and phase of ultrashort pulses.
The apparatus of FROG is only an autocorrelator followed by a spectrometer, as shown
in Fig. 1.
From this point of view, it is easy to ignore the significant difference between FROG
and previous techniques. In the early techniques, such as spectrometer, autocorrelator, the
ultrashort laser pulse is measured purely in the frequency domain (spectrometer), or in the
2
Figure 1: Apparatus of SHG FROG
time domain (autocorrelator). In all these measurements, detectors can only measure the
intensity of the signal. As a result, it is inevitable to lose the phase information, if the
measurement is taken only in one domain. The measurement of FROG trace is taken in
a hybrid domain: time-frequency domain. This intermediate domain measurement gives
FROG trace abundant information about the pulse intensity and phase. As time and
frequency are two reciprocal domains connected by Fourier transform, phase information
in time domain is encoded in intensity in frequency domain, and vise versa. So FROG
trace obtains information of both intensity and phase of ultrashort laser pulse by doing
only intensity measurement in time-frequency domain.
The mathematically rigorous view of FROG trace is spectrogram.ΣEg (ω, τ) [4]:








Where g(t− τ) is a variable delay gate function. In FROG trace, g(t− τ) is determined
by the nonlinear-optical process chosen by different implementations. For example, it could
be E(t − τ) in SHG FROG, E2(t − τ) in THG FROG, |E(t− τ)|2 in polarization-gate
FROG, etc.
In brief, what FROG measured is the spectrogram of the ultrashort laser pulse, in which
the information of the pulse intensity and phase is encoded.
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1.3 Why the FROG Trace Contains Complete Information
of Ultrashort Pulse
As discussed in previous sections, FROG traces are measured in a hybrid time-frequency
domain. Therefore FROG traces contain information of both intensities and phases of
ultrashort pulses. But there are still two questions need be asked. First, is the information
contained in FROG trace COMPLETE to determine the ultrashort pulse field? Second,
can FROG trace UNIQUELY determine the pulse field? In this section, these questions
will be answered.
To prove that FROG trace contains complete information of the ultrashort pulse, the
mathematical form of the FROG trace need to be revisited. SHG FROG trace is used as






















E(t)E(t− τ) exp(−iΩτ) dτ (4)
Eq. 3 shows that ISHGFROG(ω, τ) is the intensity of 2D Fourier transform of field Esig(t,Ω).
Retrieving the field Esig(t, Ω)(intensity and phase) from measured ISHGFROG(ω, τ) is the well
known two-dimensional phase-retrieval problem which is solved in image recovery commu-
nity. [51, 21, 48, 43, 20, 24, 22, 23] Henry Stark wrote an excellent book on this subject, Im-
age Recovery.[51] Once Esig(t, Ω) is retrieved from ISHGFROG(ω, τ), to find out E(t) is a trivial
effort. Simply by inverse Fourier transforming Esig(t, Ω) respect to Ω, the field E(t)E(t−τ)
is provided. Then by substituting τ = t, we can get E (t) E (t− τ)|t=τ = E (t) E (0). Since
E(0) just a constant, E(t)E(0) is the desired pulse filed. Therefore the FROG trace does
contain all the information needed to retrieve the ultrashort pulse field.
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The question remaining is: Can the FROG trace UNIQUELY determine the pulse field?
The answer came from the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra. Let’s start from the two-












Where y = e−2πih/N and y = e−2πik/N .
Eq. 3 can be written in its discrete form as,








So the uniqueness of the solutions is turned into a question: Can multiple sets of
Esig (tm, Ωn) give the same set of ISHGFROG (ωk, τh)? The answer is NO in most cases. Because




Esig (tm, Ωn) zmyn can’t be factored in most cases. As a result, the solution of
Esig (tm, Ωn), thereafter the E(t), is unique in a common case.
Occasionally the polynomial of two variables can be factored, then the ambiguity of
solution is resulted. But as N increases, such cases become increasingly rare. The ambiguity
in FROG pulse retrieval will be discussed in details in Chapter 3.
1.4 The FROG Algorithm
As shown in last section, FROG trace contains complete information of the ultrashort pulses,
and can uniquely determine the pulse field. But how exactly is the pulse field retrieved from
the measured trace? What is the algorithm used to do the retrieval? What is concerned in
algorithm design? All these questions will be discussed in this section.
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1.4.1 Algorithm Design
The task of FROG algorithm is to retrieve the complex electric field E(t) from the measured
FROG trace IFROG(ω, τ).
The specific mathematical form of IFROG(ω, τ) can be different depending on the type of
the nonlinear optical process chosen in the experiment. But every one of them has a similar
structure. The SHG FROG trace will be used to continue the discussion without losing
generality. The other reason to choose the SHG FROG trace is that the SHG is the most
popular non-linear optical interaction employed in the current FROG pulse measurement,
and it is the non-linear process used by the commercial FROG device, GRENOUILLE. SHG









Eq. 8 reveals a very complicated relation between the pulse field, E(t), and the FROG
trace ISHGFROG(ω, τ). The relation involves a Fourier transform integral and a magnitude
squaring operation, which is irreversible. As a result, there is no direct inverse algorithm
to calculate E(t) from ISHGFROG. There is just a one way calculation from E(t) to I
SHG
FROG.
This fact implies that the algorithm for FROG pulse retrieval is essentially an iterative
algorithm.
For an iterative algorithm, the algorithm starts from an initial guess of the solution,
then the guessed solution is improved in every iteration, finally when the uncertainty in the
guessed solution is smaller than certain predefined condition, the algorithm will claim to
reach the final solution. So there are three important factors in an iterative algorithm: initial
guess, iteratively improvement of the guessed solution, predefined termination condition.
In case of FROG algorithm, a random guess is used as the initial guess of the ultrashort












Where I(k)FROG(ωi, τj) is the FROG trace calculated from k-th iteration’s pulse field











So basically G(k) defines the normalized difference between measured FROG trace IFROG
and calculated FROG trace I(k)FROG. In practice, a constant G0 is chosen empirically, when
G(k) < G0the algorithm will be terminated.
How to improve the guessed pulse field in each iteration of FROG algorithm still has
a big space of choice. The goal of FROG algorithm is to find a E(k)(t) which minimizes
the value of G(k). Therefore it can choose to directly minimize on the G(k), the objective
















The speed of an iteration program is directly related to the complexity of the objective
function, the evaluation time of the objective function and the calculation time of the
derivatives(if available). Eq. 11 shows two level integral in the objective function, which
indicates a slow and most probably bad converged iteration program of it.
On the other hand, instead of doing minimization directly in the hybrid time-frequency
domain it can be minimized in the time domain(or frequency domain, as shown latter). In








This approach is based on the iterative-Fourier-transform algorithm, which is commonly
used in phase retrieval.[4, 15, 16, 45] In this case, the objective function is much simpler.
The only cost is a one dimensional Fourier transforming between the time and the hybrid
domain. Details about the iterative-Fourier-transform algorithm will be stated in next part.
In this part, with a close examination on the mathematical form of FROG trace, we
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Figure 2: Schematic of a generic FROG algorithm
conclude that an iterative algorithm is required to conduct the pulse field retrieval and the
minimization of algorithm need to be done on the time domain(or frequency domain).
1.4.2 The Iterative-Fourier-Transform Algorithm—Generalized projection
Following the conclusions drawn in the last part, a generic FROG algorithm is designed as
shown in Fig. 2. It works in this way:
Step 1, Starting with an initial guessed field Einitial(t), random guess is used in our
program.
Step 2, Calculating the nonlinear signal field, Esig(t, τ), in case of SHG is E(t)E(t− τ)
Step 3, Fourier transforming Esig(t, τ) respect to t, to get the signal field in frequency
domain, Ẽsig(ω, τ)
Step 4, Replacing the amplitude of Ẽsig(ω, τ) by the square root of the measured FROG
trace, IFROG(ω, τ), to get an improved Ẽ′sig(ω, τ),
Step 5, Inverse Fourier transforming Ẽ′sig(ω, τ) back to time domain,E′sig(t, τ)
Step 6, Minimizing on E′sig(t, τ) to find out a better guess of E(t) for next iteration.
Step 7, Calculating the termination condition, if the condition is satisfied, algorithm
returned, else go back to step 2 and continue.
In the iteration loop, two constraints are applied in the FROG pulse retrieval algorithm.
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Figure 3: Solution space view of generalized projection.
The first constraint is the data constraint. This constraint indicates that the squared mag-
nitude of Ẽ′sig(ω, τ) should be equal to the measured FROG trace IFROG(ω, τ). This
constraint is enforced with the magnitude replacement in step 4. The second constraint
is the mathematical-form constraint or nonlinear constraint. This constraint requires the
desired pulse field must obey the mathematical form with the nonlinear signal field, such as
E(t)E(t− τ) in the SHG FROG. The mathematical form constraint is applied when doing
minimization in step 6. To clearly understand the two constraints scheme in the FROG
algorithm, the concept of generalized projection will be introduced. The idea of generalized
projection is shown in Fig 3.
The lower elliptical region represents all the signal fields satisfying the data constraint.
The upper elliptical region indicates set of signal fields satisfying the mathematical-form
constraint. The overlapping point of two regions is the pulse field satisfying both con-
straints, therefore the solution pulse field we are looking for. In the FROG algorithm, two
constraints are applied to the target field alternatively. Therefore the guessed solution is
projected between two constraint sets back and forth while approaching the real solution.
The technique is so-called generalized projection.
In practice, the generalized projection algorithm works very efficiently in FROG pulse
retrieval. But in the work done in this thesis you will find cases, in which generalized
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projection cannot be applied or cannot be directly applied to the FROG pulse retrieval.
1.4.3 Multidimensional Minimization in FROG
On step 6 of the FROG algorithm, the minimization on E′sig(t, τ) is conducted to find out
E(t) for next iteration. This is the step in which the solution is actually improved in very
iteration, so it is the most important step in algorithm. It turns out to be the hardest step
too. Therefore the following section will discuss this step in detail.









where E′sig (ti, τj) is the improved field generated in step 5.
In the function Z, every component of pulse field E(t), E(ti), contains two independent
variables, Re {E (ti)}, Im {E (ti)}. So it is a multidimensional minimization problem in
complex space with 2N variables.
As discussed in Appendix A, there are two important factors in the unconstrained mul-
tidimensional minimization. The first is the minimization direction in the multidimensional
space. The second is a one dimensional minimization procedure along the chosen direction.
In current FROG algorithm, Steepest descent method is used to determine the direction







by component, g(tk) is,







E∗ (tk) |E (tk − τj)|2 − E∗sig (tk, τj) E (tk − τj)+
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For the one dimensional minimization on the chosen direction, the objective function,
Z, has very good property. Along any minimization direction, objective function Z is a
polynomial. For example, Z is a polynomial of degree four in SHG FROG, or a polynomial
of degree six in PG FROG. Suppose start from a random place in solution space, Ein, and
move towards a random direction dE with a step length of λ. Then the new E field can be
written as,
E(t) = Ein(t) + λdE(t) (18)
where
λ is the step length along the direction dE








Eq. 19 can be expanded into a polynomial of λ,
















Ein (ti) Ein (ti − τj)−E′sig (ti, τj)
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|dE (ti) Ein (ti − τj) + Ein (ti) dE (ti − τj)|2 +
2Re
{[
Ein (ti)Ein (ti − τj)− E′sig (ti, τj)
]∗










|dE (ti) dE (ti − τj)|2
As discussed in appendix A, the global minimum can be calculated directly in the
one dimensional minimization of a polynomial. In SHG FROG, the Z function is defined
by polynomial
⇀
C = {C0, C1, C2, C3, C4} along any minimizing direction. The first order









X = {x1, x2, x3}, can be calculated. Finally the real root with the minimum evaluation of
polynomial
⇀
C is the desired solution.
In summary, FROG algorithm chose the gradient of the objective function as the mini-
mization direction and used one dimensional polynomial minimization as the line minimiza-
tion procedure.
1.5 Next Generation of the FROG Algorithm
Although FROG technique is highly developed, there are still problems remained to be
solved. Such as, how accurate the FROG pulse measurement is, or what is the uncertainty
of the retrieved pulse field? This question is concerned by researchers using the technique.
The answer is unknown until the publication of the work in this thesis. Also, as discussed
in section 1.3, ambiguity is possible in the FROG pulse retrieval, whether the ambiguity of
the solution could be detected by FROG algorithm is a interesting problem to be solved.
On the other hand, the new variation of FROG, GRENOUILLE, is capable of measur-
ing spatio-temporal distortions in the ultrashort pulses. FROG algorithm should also be
developed to cope with these new features of technique.
In this work, several new aspects of FROG algorithm will be explored. Development
of the algorithm includes not only solving the remaining problems in the FROG technique,
but also modifications for new features in GRENOUILLE.
Chapter 2 will discuss how to implement a statistic method—bootstrap, in the FROG
pulse retrieval to determine the uncertainty in the FROG pulse measurement.[56]
In chapter 3, ’bootstrap’ method is revisited, the extension of the algorithm includes
how bootstrap method is capable of finding new ambiguities (if they exist). [55]
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In chapter 4, FROG algorithm is modified in the core part to retrieve both the temporal
field and the spatio-temporal parameters from the distorted GRENOUILLE trace.
In chapter 5, a practical model for removing the spatial profile influence of the input
beam on the GRENOUILLE trace is proposed.
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CHAPTER II
ERROR BARS IN FROG
This chapter originally appeared as a paper by the author:
Ziyang Wang, Erik Zeek, Rick Trebino and Paul Kvam, ”Determining error bars in
measurements of ultrashort laser pulses”, JOSA B vol. 20, no. 11, pp. 2400-2405, 2003.
2.1 Introduction
The results from the mathematical calculations can be clearly separated into two groups, the
’correct’ results and the ’wrong’ results. But for the results from the physical measurements,
the border line between the ’correct’ and ’wrong’ is usually blurred. All the results from
physical measurements come with uncertainty. When uncertainty is ’small’, then the results
can be considered as accurate or ’correct’. Oppositely, the results will be judged as ’wrong’.
So determining the uncertainty of the measurement is as important as the measurement
itself. A measurement without determined uncertainty just like a person without legal
identification, which is unacceptable in the scientific world.
Determining the uncertainty in the measurement of an ultrashort laser pulse is a long
concerned but unsolved problem.
Back to the date, when autocorrelation was the only available method of measuring an
ultrashort pulse, the uncertainty is inherently undeterminable. Because an autocorrelation
trace is essentially lack of information to completely determine the pulse field, even only the
intensity part. One autocorrelation trace typically corresponds to many different intensities
of pulses, and gives no information of the phase. Even when an autocorrelation trace is
combined with a spectrum, one measurement still corresponds to many different intensities
and phases.[13] With such kind of internal uncertainty, even a flawless autocorrelation trace
will generate unpredictable uncertainty in measured pulse field. Therefore it makes no sense
to attempt to place error bars on the pulse field measured by the autocorrelation technique.
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Fortunately, now techniques can essentially uniquely determine the intensity and phase
of the ultrashort pulse fields, therefore without the internal uncertainty as mentioned above.
FROG, as discussed in chapter 1, is one of most commonly used methods to measure the
ultrashort pulse filed. FROG can retrieve the complete pulse intensity and phase without
any assumptions about the pulse. Furthermore, FROG technique makes great improvement
on device and capabilities. FROG’s cousin XFROG is now being used to measure extremely
complex pulses such as ultrabroadband continuum originating from a microstructured fiber,
which can have a time-bandwidth product in excess of 1000. [29, 18] A new version of
FROG, GRENOUILLE, has extremely simple beam geometries that make it simplest pulse-
measurement technique available. GENOUILLE is also capable to measure the spatial
temporal distortions in ultrashort pulses. In addition, GENOUILLE is proved to be the most
sensitive device in measuring pulse front tilt.[2] On the other hand, with new nonlinearities,
FROG is able to measure ultraweak pulses with <100 photons each.[58]
Since FROG technique plays such an important role in the ultrashort pulse measure-
ment and is so widely used, it is more crucial to determine the uncertainty in the FROG
measurement to make the technique ’legal’. Actually, FROG does have some indication
of the accuracy of the measured pulses. ”FROG error”, the rms difference between the
measured and retrieved FROG traces, is defined for this purpose. However, FROG error
only indicates the mismatching between the measured and retrieved FROG traces, which
tell us little about error in the intensity and phase of the pulse field on each of the retrieved
points. Even worse, its indication of the measurement error depends on the trace size, so
FROG errors from different measurements are incomparable to each other. On the other
hand, singular value decomposition can detect systematic error in the FROG measurement,
but it can only give an indirect estimation of the uncertainty. [34]
To give FROG technique a full ’certification’, a method is required for determining the
uncertainty in each of the retrieved intensity and phase points, that is, error bars.
Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to get error bars of FROG measurement in a
common manner. To compute error bars using regular error analysis method, first need to
identify all the known sources of errors, then need to track all the error sources down to the
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final result to determine the uncertainty. But in case of FROG technique, to identify all the
sources of errors will be a tedious task. In addition, because an iterative algorithm is used
to retrieve the pulse field, it is impossible to propagate the error in the sources to the final
result. As a result, error bars are often not reported in measurements and are never reported
in pulse measurements. In this work, a simple, robust, and general technique is presented for
placing error bars on the intensity and phase retrieved in a FROG measurement. It operates
automatically, requiring no extra measurements or analysis, instead operating with only a
single measured trace.
Another issue in the measurement of ultrashort pulses (and measurements of phase,
in general) is when intensity goes to zero, the phase will become meaningless. This is
obvious in theory, but it causes a practical problem: At what point should the phase be
stopped plotting? Omitting phase points for which the intensity is below some threshold is
often called ”phase-blanking.” Usually, it need decide the threshold for phase-blanking, the
decision is often made based on aesthetics rather than science.
Here an automated method makes this decision objectively and appropriately. Once
error bars are determined, the problem of phase-blanking is quite simple: when the phase
error exceeds or equals 2π , then the phase is clearly undetermined, and phase-blanking is
appropriate. Note that, once the technique for the determination of error bars is automated,
the phase-blanking is also. Moreover, it requires no arbitrary judgments on the part of the
user.
2.2 The Bootstrap Method
The technique that solves both of these problems is the ”bootstrap” method, a well-
established statistical method.[49, 19, 17]
2.2.1 Overview of the Bootstrap Method
First appearance of Bootstrap method is in the publication of Bradley Efron’s article in
1979. It turned out to be a major event in Statistics. The method synthesized the earlier
resampling ideas and established a new framework for simulation-based statistical analysis.
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The bootstrap method is a computer-based method of statistical inference that can
answer many real statistical questions without formulas. In bootstrap method, computer
simulations replaced complicated and often inaccurate approximations to biases, variances,
and other measures of uncertainty. This feature attracted theoreticians and researchers.
The method has been widely used in many fields, such as: curve fitting, permutation tests,
regression analysis,etc. Mass of empirical evidence shows that the bootstrap method often
works better than traditional methods. [26, 27, 30, 28]
In this work, another implementation of bootstrap method in the scientific research is
presented: the implementation of bootstrap method in the FROG pulse retrieval.
2.2.2 How the Bootstrap Works
Here, as users of the statistical method, we will not give a rigorous theoretical treatment
of the bootstrap method. The discussion will concentrate on the ideas rather than their
mathematical justification.
Bootstrap method works in following way. Suppose there is a set of data from experi-
ment, X = (x1, x2, · · ·, xn), from which curtain parameter s(X) is determined. s(X) could
be anything interested by the researchers, such as the mean value of the data set, the curve
which can be fitted out from the data set, etc. Bootstrap method can find out the standard
error of the s(X). Bootstrap process is shown in figure 4.[19]
First step of the process is generating M (M usually be a very large number) independent
bootstrap samples X∗1, X∗2, · · ·, X∗M . Each bootstrap sample X∗m = (x∗1, x∗2, · · ·, x∗n),
is generated by randomly sampling with replacement n times from the original data set
X = (x1, x2, · · ·, xn),(resulting in some points possibly occurring more than once and others
not at all). Then from each bootstrap sample, calculate a bootstrap replication of s(X),
denoted by s(X∗m). s(X∗m) is calculated in the same way as calculate the s(X) from
original data set X. Finally the bootstrap estimation of standard error is the standard

















Yes, that is how simple the bootstrap method works. As shown in the process described
above, the basic idea of bootstrap method is: the method treats the computer simulations,
bootstrap samples, just like the data obtained from experiments, then finds out the standard
error in the same way as in multiple experiments. The reason behinds it is: the empirical
distribution of a big data set,X, is very close to its real or theoretical distribution(it is
statistically true when you have a huge independent and identically distributed data set).
So sampling with replacement from the original data set X, is statistically equivalent to
reproducing the data from experiments.
So bootstrap method works in a simple manner and only requirement to apply the
method is a huge independent and identically distributed data set(iid).[49]
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2.3 Implementation of the Bootstrap Method in FROG Pulse
Retrievals
In this section, first the validity of the implementation of bootstrap method will be discussed
in the FROG pulse retrieval, followed by the details about how exactly the method is
applied to pulse retrieval algorithm. Finally some subtleties in the implementation will be
mentioned.
2.3.1 Validity
As discussed in last section, the only requirement for the bootstrap method to work is to
have a huge independent and identically distributed data set. In practice, bootstrap method
are used in many fancy ways, in which the condition above is not always hold.[17] But
this research still legitimately check the condition for integrity of the work. In case of
FROG technique, what is measured is a N by N FROG trace, the parameters we want to
determine from it is the pulse field, which have 2N variables(considering both the real and
the imaginary parts of it). So one FROG trace can be treated as huge data set for the

















This minimization is a least square problem. In least square problem, every point is
equally treated.
So one FROG trace can be considered as a huge independent and identically distributed
data set. Therefore it is valid to apply bootstrap method in the FROG pulse retrieval
algorithm.
2.3.2 Implementation & Details
Applying this approach to ultrashort-pulse measurement simply involves running the FROG
retrieval algorithm on the order of 10 to 100 times on the measured FROG trace, but each
time with only a subset of points, chosen at random as described above, and tabulating the
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Figure 5: A Schematic of the bootstrap process. Each of the resampled traces is run through
the FROG algorithm and the mean and standard deviation of the retrievals is calculated.
statistics of the retrieved intensity and phase values obtained during these runs (Figure 5).
The mean intensity and phase values for each time and frequency are then the measured
values, and the standard deviations yield the error bars.
The ideal number of runs in bootstrap method is infinite, because it can give us the
most accurate estimation of error bars. But in practice, the number of runs is directly
related to the time consumed by the algorithm, so use the least runs to get the relatively
accurate error bars is the goal. Therefore in the algorithm, the number of runs is empirically
determined from the numerical simulation. The simulation is designed to find out the
particular number of runs, beyond which the change of error bars is ignorable. This point
is searched by doubling the number of runs after each computation of the error bars. The
reason to double the running times(exponentially increase) in stead of to linearly increase
the number of runs is to involve an equal size new bootstrap replications every time when
calculate the error bars. Therefore the change of the error bars will not be influenced by
the unequal weight between old bootstrap replications and new bootstrap replications. The
results show that for most traces, the length of resulting error bars will be stable in range
of 10-100 runs.
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To choose the subset of points according to the bootstrap procedure, we take the original,
measured FROG trace and select, at random, but with replacement, a number of points
equal to the original number. This allows data points to be selected more than once, and
yielding about 2/3 of the points represented in this new trace. Data points not selected
are simply ignored in the FROG algorithm (in the magnitude replacement step). Running
the algorithm with only a fraction of the points does not harm its accuracy. Indeed, the
degree to which the solution varies when points are removed is the desired measure of the
error. And, as mentioned above, it has been shown that, in general, using this procedure,
the statistics of the retrieved values accurately approximate the actual statistics of the
derived parameters, in this case, the intensity and phase values at the various times (and
frequencies). We then take the resulting mean intensity (or phase) for each time as the
actual intensity (or phase), and the standard deviation at each point yields the uncertainty.
2.3.3 Dealing with Ambiguity
The implementation of Bootstrap method in the FROG algorithm is not a simple extension
of the general Bootstrap method. When we come to the point of processing the boot-
strap replications of the pulse field, the process involves some subtleties in its application
to FROG, however, because FROG does not actually determine all pulse parameters. In
particular, FROG does not measure the pulse peak intensity, I0, the absolute phase, φ0
(the zeroth-order phase in the time and frequency domains), and the pulse arrival time, t0
(which is also the first-order term in the spectral phase Taylor expansion). For experimen-
talist, usually non-measurement of the absolute phase and the arrival time is advantageous,
eliminating the need for tedious stabilization of irrelevant path lengths. But for Bootstrap
method, these undetermined parameter will artificially introduce huge unwanted error bars.
For example, if the absolute phase is allowed to float, the phase vs.time (and frequency)
curve will float randomly over the full 2π range in the retrievals required for application
of the bootstrap procedure, yielding phase errors of ±π/3, even in the absence of noise
in the trace! Similarly, non-measurement of the peak intensity and arrival time will cause
excessive errors in the pulse intensity. Fortunately, all these parameters only have trivial
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physical importance, and most researchers don’t care about their values. So they can be
set with any values without hurt the physical importance of the retrieved results. Thus,
these parameters can be carefully fixed at the same (arbitrary) constants in each retrieval
in order to properly apply the bootstrap method.
Here we only consider polarization gate FROG (PG FROG) in order to limit the number
of ambiguities. In general, FROG has more ambiguities to consider; for example, second
harmonic FROG (SHG FROG) has a well known direction of time ambiguity. Extra steps
must be taken in these cases to eliminate the ambiguities. In the case of SHG FROG, each
of the pulses must have its direction of time fixed. While this ambiguity is relatively easy
to remove by inspection, others are not so easy. In fact, there is a method for removing this
ambiguity from SHG FROG by placing an etalon in the beam.[12] There is also a relative-
phase ambiguity in SHG FROG for well-separated pulses. This ambiguity can also be
removed easily. However, this section will restrict the attention to the case of PG FROG and
the three undetermined parameters mentioned above, which appear in all FROG variations.
a future chapter will treat the case of a technique with potentially unknown ambiguities;
the method will be a generalization of this approach.
Fortunately, it is simple to remove these ambiguities prior to performing bootstrap
computations. In order to fix the delay of the pulse’s arrival time, simply center the pulse,
which means to shift the pulse field by moving certain special time on the pulse to the
center of the time axis. Picking the special time on the pulse is the key point here. The first
thought came to our mind is using the maximum intensity time(the time at which pulse
field has maximum intensity). But because the pulse field in the algorithm is in a discrete
form, a complex vector with N points. The point with maximum intensity is determined
by how the field is sampled. So the real maximum intensity time may fall between two
consecutive sampling time of the points in the pulse vector. Because in different retrievals,
the points of pulse field are sampled differently, so the point with maximum intensity in
the pulse field vector from different retrievals may correspond to different time. So simply
fixing maximum intensity time to the center could cause an uncertainty about one unit
sampling time along the time axis, even in noise free retrievals. If we take into account the
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uncertainty on each retrieved intensity, using this method to center the pulse may introduce









in which I(ti) is the intensity of the pulse at time ti. Therefore, the shape of the
pulse determines t0. t0 is unique to all retrievals and independents to the sampling of
points. Furthermore, by integrating over whole pulse field, it minimizes the influence of the
uncertainty on the intensity of the pulse field to the value of t0.
We then shift the pulse so that its first moment is at t0 = 0. Because t0 define in this
way will generally result a fraction number instead of a integer, the shift cannot be done
by a simple permutation of the pulse vector. In order to make a fractional shift, the shift
theorem of Fourier transform is utilized.[49]
E(t− t0) ⇐⇒ E(ω)e2πiωt0 (24)
By adding linear phase on the spectral field of the pulse, an arbitrary amount of shift
can be made in time domain.





where the electric field of the pulse is E(t) and E(t0) is the electric field at the time t0.
In a single step, it not only normalizes the intensity at t0 to unit intensity, but it also sets
the phase at t0 to 0. It is important to note that this (artificially) removes all uncertainty
in the pulse retrieval for the point at t0. (One could estimate the uncertainty in this point
by averaging that of its neighboring points.)
2.4 Testing the Bootstrap Implementation
The previous sections discussed how to implement the bootstrap method in FROG pulse
retrieval. In this section, the proposed algorithm will be tested to see if it can result
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reasonable error bars.
First of all, the bootstrap method is supported by a vast array of theoretical statistical
analysis.[19, 49] Nevertheless, it does fail occasionally, so it is important to check that its
results are reasonable in this application. This is a bit tricky because there is not cur-
rently an established method for the determination of error bars for any pulse-measurement
technique! So there is no way to do independent cross check on our results.
However, there are still some sanity test cases. First, when input a theoretical trace into
bootstrap algorithm, the output should be error bars of zero length. Second, the length of
error bars should correspond to the amount of noise in traces.
2.4.1 Testing the Bootstrap Procedure in the Absence of Noise
In case of inputting an incomplete trace, does FROG algorithm itself introduce any uncer-
tainty other than the trivial ambiguity mentioned above? Do we completely remove the
nontrivial ambiguities by the normalization procedure discussed above? All these questions
can be answered by a simple test. The test is whether error bars of zero length is obtained
in the absence of noise.
In order to quantitatively control the amount of the noise in the trace, in the test, a
simulated trace calculated from a theoretical pulse field is used. To challenge the capacity
of the algorithm a complex triple pulse with phase jump is generated for the test, which is
hardly to have in practise.
Figure 6 shows the retrieval of this pulse for a noise-free, polarization-gate (PG) FROG
(the version of the FROG method that uses the polarization-gate beam geometry [53]) trace
including error bars (The PG FROG trace is shown in Figure 7).
In order to quantitatively measure the uncertainty of the pulse, we defined the integrated







SI indicates the ratio between average intensity uncertainty and maximum intensity.
Correspondingly, we define the intensity weighted phase error as:
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Figure 6: Retrievals from a noise-free FROG trace. Error bars have been computed using
the bootstrap method as described in the text. Solid curves are the actual intensity and
phase. In time, the intensity error was 1.8 × 10−6 and the intensity weighted phase error
was 2.6× 10−6, and in frequency, the errors were 5.7× 10−6 and 8.7× 10−8 respectively.
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Figure 7: The PG FROG trace of the pulse used in these simulations. We designed it to








where σIi and σ
φ
i are the mean intensity and phase standard deviations at the i
th time
or frequency, Ii is the intensity at the ith time or frequency, and Imax is the maximum
intensity vs. time or frequency. The phase uncertainty is weighted by the intensity because
the phase and its uncertainty are meaningless when the intensity is zero. Using these
definitions, the integrated intensity error for this noise-free retrieval was 1.8 × 10−6, and
the intensity weighted phase error was 2.7 × 10−6 (5.7 × 10−6 and 8.7 × 10−8 respectively
in frequency domain). These error values for this complex pulse and trace are measures of,
not just the error due to the bootstrap method, but are in fact the sum of the errors due to
the normalization procedure, the numerical round-off error of our personal computer, and
the FROG algorithm itself. The low values achieved above show that all of these processes
work very well.
2.4.2 Testing the Bootstrap Procedure in the Presence of Noise
After test with the noise free trace, we excluded the possibility that error bars can be
generated from sources other than the noise in the FROG trace. Although it is known now
that the error bars output from the bootstrap method can show the presentation of the
noise in the trace, it still need to check weather the error bars can properly represent the
amount of noises in traces. So the test with noisy trace is the task of this section.
The noisy traces used in the test have the additive type of noise, which is generated
by adding random noise onto the noise free theoretical trace. For example, if a trace with
1% additive noise is needed. First, find out the maximum intensity of the theoretical trace
Itrace−max, then use 1% of Itrace−max as magnitude to generate the random noise for each
point of the FROG trace. Finally add the noise onto the theoretical trace to get a noisy
trace.
To test the performance of the algorithm on the noisy trace, first generated a 1% additive
noise trace based on the theoretical trace used above. Then ran the commercial Femtosoft
FROG code (modified to resample the trace as described above) on the trace.
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Figure 8: Retrieved intensity and phase of a theoretical pulse with 1% additive noise
introduced numerically to the FROG trace. The intensity error was 9.3 × 10−3 and the
phase error was 1.2× 10−2, and in frequency, the errors were 2.5× 10−3 and 3.3× 10−3.
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Fig. 8 shows the retrieved intensity and phase of the same theoretical pulse-but now
with error bars determined using the bootstrap method. The error bars represent the ±1
standard deviation points about the mean value of each retrieved intensity or phase value
for each time. Note that the resulting intensity errors are on the order of 1%, but vary with
intensity. The phase noise is large in the pulse wings, as expected, because the intensity
goes to zero, and thus the phase there is meaningless. Note also that about 60% of the
actual points fall within the error range, which indicates that this procedure is reasonable.
Although the results looks reasonable, how to know these error bars are correct? Therefore,
more tests are taken.
One test is to generate additional traces using the same average noise but with a different
realization of the noise (a different set of random numbers). Then we can retrieve pulses from
these new traces and check whether the distribution of retrieved pulses in this simulation
matches those retrieved from the first set.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show examples of two such retrievals. Both use the same FROG
trace as their base, and each had the same level of noise added to them. However, the
random number generator used a different seed for each trace. This gives different ”noise”,
but with the same magnitude, for each trace. If the bootstrap method works, the retrievals
are expected to give nearly identical results, which is the case. If it had not worked, the
results should be different for each realization of the noise.
A second test is to show an increasing uncertainty when more noise is added to the
trace. There should be a simple monotonic relationship between the computed error bars
and the error added to the FROG trace.
As can be seen from Figure 10, there is a simple relationship between the amount of
error in the FROG trace and the error bars calculated by the bootstrap method. The error
bars in the retrieval are appropriately longer than those in the 1% cases.
This procedure has also been run for other noise levels and types and for a variety of
pulses and FROG variations, and it is found to yield reasonable results in all cases.
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Figure 9: Retrieved intensity and phase of a theoretical pulse with different realization of
1% additive noise. Here the intensity error was 9.8×10−3 and the phase error was 1.1×10−3
(2.3× 10−3 and 3.6× 10−3 in frequency), essentially identical to the retrieval in Figure 8
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Figure 10: The pulse retrieved from the same FROG trace, but now with 10% additive
noise. The error bars are about an order of magnitude larger, and the integrated errors
were also larger, in time, 2.2 × 10−2 for intensity and 4.5 × 10−2 for phase (in frequency,
the numbers were 5.9× 10−3 and 1.6× 10−2). This confirms that the bootstrap method is
working reasonably.
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Figure 11: The pulse from Figure 10, but with phase-blanking applied. Note how the
removal of the extra (meaningless) phase points simplifies the plot.
2.5 Phase-Blanking
The bootstrap method also allows us to objectively phase-blank. Figure 11 shows the
advantages of phase-blanking.
Here we have taken the pulse from Figure 10 and applied our phase-blanking technique,
which, as mentioned previously, involves omitting the phase when its error bar exceeds 2π
in length. The result is much easier to view, without all the phase jumps in the original.
The only subtlety remaining to resolve is when (and whether) to phase-unwrap (forcing
the phase to be continuous by adding the appropriate multiple of 2π ) and when not to.
We find that phase-unwrapping during the bootstrap procedure is required, or else the
phase error approaches π/3, and never exceeds 2π. After the bootstrap procedure, one can
phase-unwrap or not, according to taste. Phase-blanking is especially useful when phase-
unwrapping. In this case, the phase can cover a very large range even though it is only
significant over a small range. This range can be arbitrarily limited, but phase-blanking
provides a quantitative method for determining the limits of the phase.
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2.6 Conclusions
Overall, the bootstrap method is easy to implement. It may seem that, because it requires
about ten or more runs of the FROG algorithm, it could be quite slow. However, the
FROG code typically requires from 0.1 s to a few seconds (rarely more than a minute, even
for complex pulses) on a PC or Mac to converge. Finally, this process is convenient: it
is completely automated and easily implemented, especially within the FROG code, and,
unlike other error analysis, does not require a careful analysis of the experimental apparatus.
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3.1 Introduction
Ambiguity is an important topic starting from the very beginning of ultrashort pulse
measurement. Because ultrashort pulses are the shortest events ever been generated by
mankind, the time scale of ultrashort pulses are much shorter than that of the ’slow’ elec-
tronic detectors, it is impossible to directly resolve the temporal shapes of ultrashort pulses.
As a result, all the ultrashort pulse measurement techniques are based on an indirect mea-
surement of the pulse and a pulse reconstruction procedure. During the pulse reconstruction
procedure, the ambiguity of reconstructed pulses is one of the most concerned problems.
For many years, the only available measure of an ultrashort laser pulse was the autocor-
relation. Unfortunately, an autocorrelation trace typically corresponds to many-often quite
different-intensities, so even a perfect noise-free measurement of the autocorrelation results
in a large and unknown uncertainty in the pulse’s intensity vs. time. This ambiguity origi-
nates from the shortage of pulse information in the one dimension autocorrelation trace. To
involve more information into measurements, some researches[44, 7, 6] took the approaches
to combine several one dimensional measurements together to retrieve the pulse field, such
as combining intensity autocorrelation, second harmonic field autocorrelation and power
spectrum[39], then using Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm to reconstruct pulse field. But all
these approaches will result undetectable nontrivial ambiguities in intensity and phase. As
a result, it is not possible to determine a pulse intensity (or phase) from the autocorrelation
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trace, or the combination of the autocorrelation trace with other one dimensional pulse
measurement trace.
Now, methods such as FROG [53] retrieve a pulse’s full intensity and phase vs. time
without any assumption. FROG technique as discussed in Chapter 1, measures the two
dimensional spectrograms of the ultrashort pulses. A two dimensional FROG trace is usually
fully determined a one dimensional pulse field, except for a few trivial parameters, which
are usually referred to as ”trivial ambiguities,”. Most researchers can live with them, but
the trivial ambiguities nevertheless pose problems in implementing the bootstrap method
as discussed in Chapter 2. Fortunately, these trivial parameters can be fixed to arbitrary
constant values, therefore the bootstrap method can be successfully implemented in FROG
pulse retrieval. But in some special cases, FROG technique can also involve nontrivial
ambiguities, such as an ambiguity in the direction of time in the second-harmonic-generation
(SHG) version of FROG, which cannot be simply set to an arbitrary constant value. How
to implement bootstrap method in the presence of nontrivial ambiguities is the problem to
be solved in this Chapter.
This chapter presents a method that can effectively detect the nontrivial ambiguities in
FROG pulse retrieval by extending the bootstrap method implemented in Chapter 2. A
way to intuitively show the ambiguity is also proposed.
3.2 Ambiguity in FROG Pulse Retrieval
In Chapter 2, several trivial ambiguities in the FROG pulse measurement were mentioned
and the method to fix them for the bootstrap implementation was proposed. This chapter
will revisit these ambiguities in detail, furthermore it will go through a few known nontrivial
ambiguities in the FROG pulse measurement.
3.2.1 Trivial Ambiguity in FROG
As is the case for all ultrashort-pulse measurement techniques, however, there are a few am-
biguities in FROG measurements. FROG does not determine the pulse height I0, absolute
phase φ0, and arrival time t0. While these ambiguities are often actually desirable (for
example, it is rarely of interest to measure the distance from the laser to the measurement
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device, and stabilizing it would be quite inconvenient), and they are usually referred to as
”trivial ambiguities,”[53, 42, 54, 51] as most researchers can live with them.
Among the three ”trivial ambiguities,” I0 actually can be determined by knowing the
total pulse energy from a power meter. But because of its trivial physical importance,
people rarely do that. The ambiguity φ0, t0 are rooted in the mathematical form of the
FROG trace.








The equation above shows that any constant phase eiφ0 will be eliminated by the absolute
square operation. Arrival time t0 just a shift of the whole expression on the time axis. This
shift will take no effect on the final FROG trace, because the integral limit is from negative
infinite to infinite.
3.2.2 Nontrivial Ambiguity
There are, however, also nontrivial ambiguities in FROG (and all other pulse-measurement
methods). These ambiguities are caused by certain special profiles of the pulses or special
FROG geometries.
There are a set of special pulses, which have well-separated components in time or
frequency. These pulses will cause nontrivial ambiguity in some versions of FROG. For
example, in SHG FROG, well-separated pulse in time domain, when the relative phase
between two components changes from φ0 to φ0 + π, the FROG trace will make no change.
Also, pulses with well-separated frequency components have undetermined relative phases
(in FROG and all other pulse-measurement techniques used today, except for XFROG with
an appropriately chosen reference pulse).[37]
On the other hand, the speciality of FROG geometries, which determine the mathemat-
ical forms of the FROG trace, may introduce nontrivial ambiguities too. One case of them
is the ambiguity in the direction of time in the second-harmonic-generation (SHG) version
of FROG, whose traces are necessarily symmetrical in delay and hence cannot distinguish
a pulse from its time-reversed replica. In terms of the complex amplitudes, this means that
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E(t) and E∗(−t) are both possible phases. This ambiguity is a nontrivial ambiguity and
cannot be reliably removed using a normalization procedure, as described in Chapter 2.
3.3 Implementation of the Bootstrap Method on FROG trace
with Nontrivial Ambiguity
Chapter 2 discussed the implementation of the bootstrap method in the FROG pulse re-
trieval to determine the uncertainty on the retrieved pulse filed. But in the discussion, the
FROG traces were limited to those only have trivial ambiguities. This chapter will dis-
cuss how to determine uncertainty on retrieve pulses when nontrivial ambiguities present
in FROG traces.
3.3.1 Problems in Implementation
In order to apply the bootstrap method on the FROG pulse retrieval, it has to eliminate
trivial ambiguities by using a normalization procedure. The normalization procedure fixed
each of the random parameters I0, φ0 and t0 to a constant value, because leaving these
parameters free, will cause unwanted arbitrary error bars on output. But for the nontrivial
ambiguity, as it named, it cannot be simply fixed to certain constant value as people want,
because that will most probably change the physical meaning of the retrieved pulse field.
While, an unfixed nontrivial ambiguity will yield inappropriate error bars, for example, the
presence of the direction-of-time ambiguity in SHG FROG. Figure 12 shows that, for a given
SHG FROG trace, the parabolic phase could have a positive or negative leading coefficient
(that is, the parabola could ”hold” or ”spill” water). In the presence of this ambiguity, the
bootstrap method, as previously described, would yield a nearly flat phase with increasingly
large error bars as time (or frequency) approaches the plot edges. This is in strong contrast
to our knowledge of the pulse phase from the measurement, which is quite accurately either
one parabola or the other, and definitely not flat.
While it is conceivable that the direction-of-time ambiguity and other nontrivial ambi-
guities can be removed as the trivial ambiguities, technically, a general method for dealing
with ambiguities would be preferable. Indeed, it is possible that there are other, as yet
undiscovered, ambiguities, and it’s better to account for them in advance even if they are
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Figure 12: a. The intensity (green curve) and the two possible phase solutions (red and
blue dashed curves) in an SHG FROG measurement of a linearly chirped pulse. Even in
the absence of noise in the trace, half the bootstrap retrieved pulses would yield one phase
solution and half would yield the other. Of course, only one is correct. b. The retrieved
intensity and phase using the bootstrap method for the same pulse (in the presence of
1% additive noise, although this is not important). Note that both the retrieved phase
and its error bars are unacceptable, giving the impression that the most likely phase is
approximately flat with increasingly large errors near the plot edges, rather than the correct
result that the phase is quite accurately one parabola or the other.
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still unknown.
In one word, direct implementation of bootstrap method as in Chapter 2 in presence of
nontrivial ambiguity will cause unreasonable error bars.
3.3.2 Analysis of the Problems
Before start to solve the problem, it need full understanding of the problem. To understand
where the problem came from, let’s first go through the bootstrap method again. Bootstrap
method in the FROG pulse retrieval can be separated into two major steps. Step one,
calculating the bootstrap replications by the computer simulation. Step two, collecting
bootstrap replications and calculating error bars. From the example in section 3.3.1, it is still
successful in first step of the procedure, because two groups of solutions with expected phases
were accurately retrieved. The problem appeared when the error bars were calculated.
As discussed in Chapter 2, error bars are estimated by the calculation of the standard
deviation. Standard deviation is a statistic that tells you how tightly all the various examples
are clustered around the mean in a set of data. This definition of standard deviation is
based on an assumption that the set of data are in normal distribution, or at least in uni-
modal. In the presence of the ambiguity, however, the distribution of values will no longer
be near-normal, and usually are bi- or multi-modal (or flat in the case of a completely
undetermined parameter). As a result, the standard-deviation estimation of the error bars
is failed inevitably.
So the problem is standard-deviation estimation of the error bars is not suitable for
the bi- or multi-modal distributions. Therefore it need figure out a new way to present
distributions which is not uni-modal.
3.3.3 Solving the Problems
Fortunately, as mentioned, the bootstrap method yields the full probability distribution of
retrieved values and clearly reveals the bi-modal distribution of phase values in, for example,
the direction-of-time ambiguity in SHG FROG. So the problem now is how to display the
distribution which is not uni-modal properly.
First thought is to plot all the bootstrap replications together to show the distribution
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Figure 13: The entire set of bootstrap solutions for the linearly chirped pulse in Fig. 12.
Note that this display much better reveals the true uncertainty in the measured intensity
and phase.
of the retrieved values.
Figure 13 shows a plot of several of the bootstrap solutions obtained for the pulse in
Fig. 12. Note that the two possible phase parabolas emerge, with essentially no values in
between. (Do not be distracted by another effect: the fact that the phase becomes random
in the wings of the pulse when the intensity goes to zero, reflecting the phase’s fundamental
indeterminacy for near-zero intensities.) This plot much more accurately reveals the distri-
bution of retrieved values and the error distribution. Thus, when ambiguity is present, it
is important to show, not just error bars, but the complete distribution of retrieved values,
that is, the complete set of bootstrap solutions. Plotting all bootstrap solutions reveals
the true distribution of values and yields a far superior picture of the information in the
measurement. (It also nicely reveals the phase indeterminacy when the intensity is zero.)
But this solution has its major disadvantage. We know every bootstrap solution contains
a set of points of intensity and phase. When plot all the bootstrap solutions together, it
clearly shows the distribution on certain time or frequency point, but the coupling between
different time or frequency points is blurred. In another word, it is unable to tell which set of
points of intensity and phase are belonged to the same bootstrap solution. In some special
cases, this decoupling may cause major understanding problem of the solution. When such
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Figure 14: Two incorrect saddle-shaped phase curves that could be mistaken for the actual
parabolic phase in Fig. 13(shown as blue and purple dots in the plot). Such confusion
occurs any ambiguous curves intersect.
ambiguous solutions overlap at a point, however, simply plotting all solutions may not
remove all sources of confusion. For example, for the above linearly chirped pulse, a source
of confusion remains. The ambiguous solutions cross at t = 0, and it is not clear, simply
by looking at Fig. 13, whether the negative-going solution at negative times continues to
be negative-going for positive values of time or whether it becomes positive-going. In other
words, the plot could be consistent with saddle-shaped curves in addition to parabolas (see
Fig. 14.). Thus, in order to maintain the relation of those points belong to same solution, it
is helpful to use different colors or a movie of the various bootstrap solutions to portray the
bootstrap solutions(In this thesis just use different colors to display the solutions. Interested
readers can refer to reference paper 47 for the movies). Fig. 15. shows the various solutions
for the linearly chirped pulse, much better revealing both the ambiguity and noise.
3.4 Extension of the Bootstrap Technique in FROG pulse
retrieval
One important observation in the implementation of bootstrap method in presence of non-
trivial ambiguities, is there is no special treatment on the trace or algorithm to cope with
the ambiguous trace, while the algorithm automatically tells us correct multiple solutions.
It looks like the bootstrap method thoroughly scans over the whole solution space to find
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Figure 15: Distribution of bootstrap solutions of linear chirped pulse from SHG FROG
trace. It clearly reveals the ambiguity and noise of the result.
all possible solutions. So an idea hit us: Can bootstrap method automatically detect the
unknown ambiguity in FROG pulse retrieval? To prove this idea, it is tried to test this
approach by all the known nontrivial ambiguities. If it can correctly find all of the ambigui-
ties, then the approach can be claimed as an effective way to detect the unknown ambiguity
in the FROG pulse retrieval.
Therefore some additional cases of the nontrivial ambiguities are considered.
First, we consider the case of well-separated pulses in time, whose relative phase is
φ0, but which, in SHG FROG, cannot be distinguished from another relative-phase value,
φ0 + π. Figure 16 shows the SHG FROG trace for such a pulse, and Fig. 17. shows the
various bootstrap solutions obtained in this case. In addition, well-separated frequency
components have undetermined relative phases. Fig. 18. shows the bootstrap solutions for
polarization-gate (PG) version of FROG trace in this case.
After all these tests, the bootstrap method successfully identified the ambiguities as we
expected. Especially, in case of undetermined relative-phases in well-separated frequency
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Figure 16: SHG FROG trace for a double-peaked pulse with a relative phase of between
two peaks.
Figure 17: Distribution of bootstrap solutions for the well-separated doubled-peaked pulse
in time. In the plot, the first pulse’s phase is set to zero for all pulses.
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Figure 18: Distribution of the bootstrap solutions of a pulse with well-separated frequency
components. In this plot the phase of the first spectral component was set to zero for all
retrieved pulses.
components, the bootstrap method actually gives out uniformed distribution on the unfixed
side. It attests the guess that bootstrap method can scan through the whole solution space.
Now bootstrap method can be claimed as an effective way to detect ambiguities in the
FROG pulse retrieval. On the other hand, if bootstrap method shows no ambiguities in
a FROG pulse retrieval, it can empirically say there is no ambiguity in the retrieval even
without rigorous prove.
3.4.1 Approximate Ambiguities
Another interesting case is the possibility of ”approximate ambiguities.” Approximate am-
biguities have not previously been discussed in the literature, but we define them to be
additional, qualitatively different solutions that are consistent with the data in the presence
of noise, but which are easily ruled out in the absence of noise.
Approximate ambiguities will also reveal themselves by a double-peaked distribution in
the bootstrap solution set in the presence of noise. Here we show that an approximate
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Figure 19: Bootstrap solutions for a noise-free FROG trace for a pulse with somewhat
separated spectral components. Note that the solutions accurately determine the relative
phase of the frequency components (although some uncertainty is beginning to appear in
the phase of the second component).
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Figure 20: Bootstrap solutions for a FROG trace for a pulse with somewhat separated
spectral components, here with 1% additive noise added to the trace. Note that the solutions
no longer accurately determine the relative phase of the frequency components (although
the uncertainty is not yet 2π ).
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ambiguity is represented by the case of two ”somewhat separated” frequency components,
whose intensities overlap enough to prevent ambiguity in their relative phase in the ab-
sence of noise. But when some (here 1% additive) noise is added to the FROG trace,
the well-separated frequency-component-phase ambiguity appears. Figure 19, 20 shows the
bootstrap solutions for the noise-free and noisy traces.
3.5 Conclusions
The bootstrap method allows us to characterize the uncertainty in the measured pulse inten-
sity and phase in the presence of noise-and ambiguity-by generating a complete distribution
of possible values for the desired parameters. By plotting, not simply traditional error bars,
but instead all the bootstrap solutions, we can see the entire distribution of solutions in
the absence of, or in the presence of, ambiguities. This is very useful and can be used for
all measurements with FROG or any other method that involves more data points than
are absolutely required to determine the desired pulse parameters. It will also be useful for
finding new ambiguities (if they exist) and for finding ”approximate ambiguities,” that is,
very different pulses that do not have identical traces, but traces that differ by less than the
noise present in a particular measured trace. In short, the bootstrap method is a simple,
powerful, and general method that is ideal for determining the uncertainty in ultrashort





For decades, ultrashort-pulse-measurement community has used an often oversimplified
model for an ultrashort laser pulse, in which the space and time field dependences are
assumed to be separable. In reality, coupling may occur between the electric field’s space
and time dependence, which is referred to as a spatio-temporal distortion. Two of the most
common such distortions are spatial chirp (in which the average wavelength of the pulse
varies spatially across the beam) and pulse-front tilt (in which the pulse intensity front
is not perpendicular to the propagation direction). These distortions are very common
in ultrafast optics, because the generation, amplification, and manipulation of ultrashort
pulses all involve the deliberate introduction (and hopefully the subsequent removal) of
massive spatio-temporal distortions. Researchers have struggled to make resulting pulse
’clean’ (free of such distortions), but minor misalignments are common in these operations,
and as a result, ultrashort pulses are often contaminated with spatio-temporal distortions.
Indeed, the broadband nature of ultrashort pulses makes them particularly vulnerable to
these distortions.
FROG as discussed in previous chapters, is one of the most popular and effective ways
to measure the temporal evolution of the intensity and phase of ultrashort laser pulses.[53]
A new variation of FROG, called grating-eliminated no-nonsense observation of ultrafast
laser-light e-fields (GRENOUILLE) [47], is known for its low cost, compact size and user-
friendly operation. We have recently shown that in addition to measuring temporal pulse
characteristics, GRENOUILLE is able to reveal spatial chirp and pulse-front tilt [2, 3],
without a single modification in its hardware. Specifically, spatial chirp causes a shear, and
pulse-front tilt causes a delay shift to a FROG or GRENOUILLE trace, which is otherwise
symmetrical with respect to delay. However, such intuitive descriptions are only valid for
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Figure 21: Prism pairs and simple tilted windows cause ”spatial chirp.”
pulses having a simple form of spatial chirp, called frequency gradient. For more realistic
pulses, which are usually contaminated with a type of spatial chirp, called spatial dispersion,
the distortion to the FROG or GRENOUILLE trace is more complicated, which not only
prevents one from retrieving spatio-temporal distortions in a simple manner, but also affects
the accurate measurement of the pulse’s temporal characteristics.
In this work, a rigorous GRENOUILLE model with spatio-temporal distortions was es-
tablished. By using this model, the GRENOUILLE trace of an arbitrary input spatiotempo-
ral field can be calculated. Then a new FROG retrieval algorithm is demonstrated, which is
capable of accurately retrieving both the pulse temporal characteristics and spatio-temporal
distortion parameters from the distorted GRENOUILLE trace. Such an algorithm is a ma-
jor modification of the current commercial FROG retrieval programs.
4.2 Spatio-temporal Phenomenon in Ultrashort Laser Pulses
Spatio-temporal distortion is the coupling between the space and time dependence of pulse
field. Two of the most common such distortions are spatial chirp and pulse-front tilt.
Many common used optical components, such as prism, grading, even a tilted window, can
introduce such kind of distortions, as shown in Fig. 21 and 22.
Ultrashort laser pulses are especially vulnerable to these distortions. First, because of
essentially broadband of ultrashort pulses, the influence of dispersive components (prism,
grading,.etc) are considerable. Second, during the life time of any ultrashort pulses, it is
inevitable to encounter the components described above. In generation of the ultrashort
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Figure 22: Gratings and prisms cause both spatial chirp and ”pulse-front tilt.”
Figure 23: A prism compressor, which is consisted of four identical Brewster prisms.
pulses, a pulse compressor(see Fig. 23 ) is standard in most ultrafast laser apparatuses.
After the first prism pair, dramatic spatial chirp is introduced into the pulses. If the
second prism pair is perfectly symmetric to the first pair, then the spatial chirp in pulses
can be removed. But in practice, the minor misalignments are common, as a result the
output pulses are often contaminated by the spatial chirp. Another improved design of
compressor uses a mirror to replace the second pair of prism. The new design reduced the
alignment dramatically. But because of the diffraction nature of propagation of electric
waves, the laser beam may diverging or converging in the device, so there is no guarantee
that certain color will travel back on the same route as it incident in. Plus that two prisms
may have slight misalignments, even in such simple design spatial chirp may be caused in
the output pulses. There are many other cases in which the ultrashort pulses are routinely
introduced huge mount of spatio-temporal distortions then removed later, such as stretching
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and compressing processes in pulse amplification. Any misalignments of these procedures
will cause the resulting pulses contaminated by spatio-temporal distortions.
Experiments which used the spatio-temporal contaminated pulses, may get inappro-
priate data. So knowing the information of spatio-temporal coupling in ultrashort pulse
will help people understand their experimental results correctly. GRENOUILLE, a com-
pact version of FROG technique, can easily measure the spatio-temporal distortion in ul-
trashort pulses without a single modification on hardware.[2][3] But the information of
spatio-temporal distortions is not directly revealed in the GRENOUILLE measurement. It
is shown as distortions in the measured GRENOUILLE traces. How to understand these
distortions in the GRENOUILLE traces and how to retrieve spatio-temporal information
out of the distorted GRENOUILLE traces are the problems which will be discussed in this
work.
4.3 Numerical Modelling
In case of the simple pulses, spatio-temporal coupling in ultrashort pulses influences the
GRENOUILLE traces in a simple manner. Specifically, spatial chirp causes a shear, and
pulse-front tilt causes a delay shift to a GRENOUILLE trace. But in case of the complex
pulse fields, the distortions in GRENOUILLE traces cannot be simply described as a shear
or a shift. Fig.24 shows that in cases of the complex pulses the behaviors of distortions in
GRENOUILLE traces are complex.
So in order to retrieve the spatio-temporal information in the ultrashort pulses from the
GRENOUILLE traces with complicated distortions, a new rigorous mathematical model is
required to describe the new situation which includes a new model for ultrashort pulses and
a new GRENOUILLE trace model.
4.3.1 A New Model for Spatio-temporal Distorted Ultrashort Pulses
The original mathematical description of ultrashort pulses is:
E(t) = Re
{√




Figure 24: First column shows ultrashort pulses in different temporal profile; second column
is the GRENOUILLE traces generated by pulses in first column; Third column contains
GRENOUILLE traces of first column pulses under spatio-temporal distortions.
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The model in Eq. 29 automatically assumes that the spatial profile of the pulse is
constant. All the spatial information is eliminated from this model, doesn’t even mention
the coupling between the spatial and temporal characteristic of the pulse. Therefore the
new model is essentially a 2D model which includes both time dimension, t, and space
dimension, x.
E(t) → E(t, x) (30)
As discussed above, the sources of spatio-temporal distortions are some dispersive op-
tical components, such as prism, grating, tilted window, etc. One common feature of the
dispersive optical components is that they treat electric fields differently by their frequency.
According to this observation, it is assumed that the spatial profile of each individual fre-
quency component in the ultrashort pulse is invariant after the pulse went through optics
mentioned above. Furthermore, if the pulse coming out of laser is assumed to be free of
the spatio-temporal distortions, then each frequency component of the pulse will have same
spatial profile. Therefore it is more intuitive to describe the new pulse model in the fre-
quency domain instead of the time domain. In the frequency domain, the pulse front tilt is
represented as the angular dispersion. Equation 31 is a general ultrafast beam with spatial
dispersion and angular dispersion.
E (x, ω) = E (ω) f (x− x0 (ω)) exp (−ikβωx) (31)
where






nis the beam center position of frequency ω.
β is the parameter for angular dispersion.
In this model, spatial chirp is parameterized as ζn, n = 1, 2, 3..., and angular dispersion
is parameterized as β.
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Figure 25: Two halves of the beam are crossed at the nonlinear crystal to generate second
harmonic signal.
4.3.2 New Model for GRENOUILLE Trace
With the new pulse model, the standard way of calculating the GRENOUILLE trace from
the pulse field E(t) is not applicable for E(x, ω). Now a new GRENOUILLE trace model is
needed to calculate the GRENOUILLE trace from the new ultrashort pulse model,E(x, ω).
In GRENOUILLE, an input beam is divided spatially into two half beamlets which are
crossed by the biprism and then overlap at the nonlinear crystal to generate the second
harmonic signal, as shown in Fig.25
As shown in Fig.25, after propagating a distance of L to the SHG crystal, the two
beamlets will shift laterally by Lθ, in opposite directions. Therefore, by taking in the spa-
tial parameters of GRENOUILLE device, L, θ, the GRENOUILLE field of spatio-temporal
distorted pulses can be calculated in following way.













exp (−iωt) dt (32)
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Where
L is separation between the biprism and crystal.
θ is one half of crossing angle of two pulse replicas generated by biprism.
c is speed of light.
If define A (x, t; θ) = E
(
x− Lθ, t− θxc
)
, then the GRENOUILLE trace in the frequency
domain can be written as:
EGREN (x, ω) =
∫
A (x, t; θ) A (x, t;−θ) exp (−iωt) dt = Ã (x, ω; θ) ∗ Ã (x, ω;−θ) (33)
Where
Ã (x, ω; θ) is the Fourier transform of A (x, t; θ) on variable t.
∗ is the convolution performed only on ω
4.4 New FROG Algorithm
With the new pulse and the trace model, we can numerically simulate the GRENOUILLE
traces which are transformed by the spatio-temporal distortions. But to retrieve both the
temporal field and the spatial parameters from the measured distorted GRENOUILLE
traces, an new FROG algorithm need to be developed.
4.4.1 Problem Analyzing
With the new pulse model and the trace model, the FROG pulse retrieval problem shows













The minimization objective function for the new model is:
G (E (t) , f (x) , ζn, β) =
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣Ã (x, ω; θ) ∗ Ã (x, ω;−θ)
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New features in the new object function are:
1. The number of parameters which need to be determined has increased. In the regular
FROG, only the pulse’s temporal field, E(t), is required to be found out. Here, the spatial
profile of the pulse f(x) and the spatio-temporal parameters ζn, β are all undetermined
variables. But the GRENOUILLE trace size does not change. Can GRENOUILLE trace,
which is programmed for encoding only the temporal field of ultrashort pulses, determine
all these new parameters? The answer is: it is possible. Because a GRENOUILLE trace is
highly over determined the temporal field, the GRENOUILLE trace probably also contains
the spatial information.
2. In the new objective function, the position x relates to the delay of the GRENOUILLE
trace. As a result the translation between the hybrid time-frequency domain to frequency
domain is no longer a Fourier transform. Although it is still a linear transform, the fast
Fourier transform algorithm is not suitable anymore. This new feature may severely harm
the performance of the new algorithm.
4.4.2 Simplification of the Model.
As all the physical problems, a complex model is closer to reality, but at same time it is
harder to solve. What a physicist do is to make some reasonable assumptions to simplify
the model, and specifying the model into the mode where only the most concerned problems
remained.
In the previous sections, the discussion includes the new pulse model and trace model
in general case, and how the algorithm may be influenced by the new models. Retrieving
the pulse information directly from the complex model is difficult. So the model will be
simplified by some specific assumptions. The spatial profile, f(x), is hard to retrieve from
the algorithm. But in practice, GRENOUILLE measures the collimated beam in the far
field, so firstly it assumes that the spatial profile of each frequency components is Gaussian
with known width, which is convenient to measure. Furthermore, because prisms, gradings
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mainly introduce the first order spatial chirp, which dominates the spatio-temporal effects
on the GRENOUILLE trace, it is of the greatest interest of researchers. As a result, secondly
it assumes only the first order spatial chirp presents in the pulses.
With these assumptions, the pulse field is simplified as:







The GRENOUILLE trace is then,






|Esig,ζ (x, ω)|2 (38)
where,































, which may be factored out in data processing. The follow-
ing discussion will be focused on how to retrieve the pulse information from the trace,
|Esig,ζ (x, ω)|2.





the remaining integral still is a Fourier transform. With this observation, it is possible to




















the trace can be rewritten into,


























From Eq.40, in the frequency domain the GRENOUILLE field has an extra term
Sζ(ω, ω′), which is introduced by the spatial chirp. So in the new algorithm, we will focus
on the effect introduced by the term Sζ(ω, ω′).
With this simplification, we have reduced the unknown variable from f(x), ζn, β to
ζ1, β, and maintained Fourier transform relation between GRENOUILLE field and some
intermediate state.
4.4.3 Algorithm Design





, the only differences
between the new model and the old one are the extra term Sζ(ω, ω′) in frequency domain,
and two extra variables, ζ, β.
So how to apply the iterative-Fourier-transform algorithm in the new situation and how
to do minimization on new variables are two questions need to be answered. The reason
for maintaining the iterative-Fourier-transform algorithm is that it is prove to be the most
efficient in the FROG pulse retrieval. Fortunately, after simplification it becomes easy by






For the minimization of new variables ζ, β, there are two choices. First, treat ζ, β the
same as other variables in the temporal field E(t) and minimize E(t), ζ, β all together.
Second, hold ζ, β as constant first, minimizing on E(t) only, and then keep the improved
E(t) as constant, minimizing on ζ, β.
To make this decision, we need to take a closer look on the FROG minimization pro-
cedure. As discussed in chapter 1, minimization in FROG algorithm has a very attractive
feature: along any chosen minimization direction, the objective function is a polynomial of
degree four. Therefore the minimization on determined direction can be done in one step.
If go with first choice, this nice feature is no longer applicable, the performance of new
algorithm will reduce dramatically. So it has to minimize the E(t) and ζ, β separately.
With all these considerations, a new algorithm is designed as in Fig.26.
As shown in Fig. 26, the new algorithm works in following way,





, to get |Esig,ζ(x, ω)|2.
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Figure 26: Schematic of the new FROG algorithm
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Step 2, Centering the trace, |Esig,ζ(x, ω)|2, and estimating the base value of β
Step 3, Guessing the initial values of E(t), ζ
Step 4, Calculating Esig,ζ (ω′, ω) = E (ω′) E (ω − ω′) Sζ (ω, ω′)
Step 5, Fourier transforming Esig,ζ (ω′, ω) to the intermediate state EGRENINT (x, ω)





to get the GRENOUILLE field
Esig,ζ (x, ω).
Step 7, Replacing the amplitude of Esig,ζ (x, ω) by |Esig,ζ(x, ω)|2, to get an improved
E′sig,ζ (x, ω).





to get an improved intermediate state, E′GRENINT (x, ω).
Step 9, Inverse Fourier transforming E′GRENINT (x, ω) back to the frequency domain,
E′sig,ζ (ω
′, ω).
Step 10, Extracting asymmetric phase, get value of β at this iteration.
Step 11, Holding ζ, β as constant, minimizing on E(t) to get a better guess of temporal
field.
Step 12, Holding new E(t) as constant, minimizing on ζ.
Step 13, Calculating the termination condition, if condition satisfied, the algorithm
return, else go back to step 4 and continue.
4.4.4 Minimization of E(t)
As discussed in Chapter 1, the most important step in the FROG pulse retrieval is to apply
the mathematical constrain to find out new E(t) for the next iteration, which is the step

























where E′sig,ζ (ωj , ω
′
i) is the improved field from step 8.
Sζ (ωj , ω′i,) is the new term introduced by the spatial chirp.
ζ is the spatial chirp parameter, in this step we just treat it as constant.
As shown in Appendix A, for this new multidimensional objective function, the algo-
rithms for its minimization direction and its line minimization are required.
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4.4.4.1 One Dimensional Minimization Procedure
Because the temporal field and the spatio-temporal parameters are minimized separately,
in step 11 ζ and β are treated as constants. Under this condition, the objective function
still holds the desirable property of being a polynomial along any direction. So the line
minimization procedure in the earlier FROG algorithm can still work for the new objective
function. The only thing changed is polynomial coefficients have some modification under















Ein (ω′i) Ein (ωj − ω′i) Sζ (ωj , ω′i)− E′sig,ζ (ωj , ω′i)
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Ein (ω′i)Ein (ωj − ω′i) Sζ (ωj , ω′i)− E′sig,ζ (ωj , ω′i)
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[dE (ωi) Ein (ωj − ω′i) + Ein (ω′i) dE (ωj − ω′i)]







|dE (ω′i) dE (ωj − ω′i)|2 |Sζ (ωj , ω′i)|2
with the calculation of new polynomial coefficients, the same procedure as in original
algorithm can be followed to calculate the global minimum of the line directly.
4.4.4.2 Minimization Direction
As in the standard FROG algorithm, it first tries to use steepest descent in the new algorithm
to determine the minimization direction. The gradient of the new objective function is
calculated as,








|E (ωj − ω′m)Sζ (ωj , ω′m)|2 E (ω′m)
− [E (ωj − ω′m)Sζ (ωj , ω′m)]∗E′sig,ζ (ωj , ω′m)
+ |E (ωj − ω′m)Sζ (ωj , ωj − ω′m)|2 E (ω′m)






But during the coding for the new algorithm, we found that using negative gradient as
the minimization direction, in most case, the algorithm don’t converge at all. The reason
for failure is the new term Sζ (ω, ω′) distorted the solution space, then the gradient no
longer point to minimum direction after a short movement. So a minimization direction
which can point to the minimum more accurately is needed. As discussed in Appendix A,
Newton’s method can determine a minimization direction better than steepest descent. To
implement Newton’s method, the second order partial derivatives, or Hessian, of Zζ , needs



















|E (ωj − ω′n)|2
[
|Sζ (ωj , ω′n)|2 + |Sζ (ωj , ωj − ω′n)|2
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n 6= m, E (ω′n)∗E (ω′m)
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HRR = 2Re {F + T}
HRI = 2Re {−iF + iT}
HIR = 2Re {−iF − iT}
HII = 2Re {−F + T}
(45)







= −H−10 · ⇀g0 (46)
where
H0 are Hessian matrix as calculated during current iteration.
⇀
g0 is a vector with length 2N, the first half of it is the real part of the complex gradient
vector. The second half of it is the image part of the complex gradient vector.
d
⇀
E (ω′) is the minimization direction, for next minimization step.
Now we completed the translation from steepest descent to Newton’s method.
Practise coding proves that using Newton’s method the algorithm can perfectly converge
under the complex pulse and distortions.
4.4.5 Problems in Minimization of Spatio-Temporal Parameter,ζ.
Now move on to step 12 in the new algorithm. With the first look it is just a one dimensional
minimization problem, with objective function,
G(ζ) =
∑
|IGREN (E (ω) , ζ)− Idata (x, ω)|2 (47)
But with a closer check, it is a more complicated problem. Because in each iteration
the pulse temporal field, En(ω), is usually quite different from the true field E(ω), the one
dimensional function in each iteration, Gn(ζ), may have big discrepancy with G(ζ).
As shown in Fig. 27, doing regular minimization on Gn(ζ) may guide value of ζ away
from the real minimum. In the coding practise, it was found this divergence was big enough
to screw up the whole program.
Fortunately, an important observation is shown in coding practise: If ,
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Figure 27: Red line shows the topology of G(ζ), blue dash line shows the topology of Gn(ζ).
ζ1 − ζreal < ζ2 − ζreal (48)
then after minimization on step 9,
G(ζ1) < G(ζ2) (49)
So the minimization procedure in step 9 can be treated as a function evaluation of
G(ζ). Now the minimization of ζ turns into a one dimensional minimization problem with
only function evaluation. Brent’s method (parabolic interpolation) [49] is very efficient
in minimizing the function with only evaluation. A modified parabolic interpolation is
implemented in the code. Because E(ω) is improved in every iteration, the evaluation of
G(ζ) with same ζ may be different in different iterations. The Brent’s method is modified
by re-evaluate the boundary points before the interpolation.
4.4.6 Retrieve Angular Dispersion, β
An intuitive understanding of the effect of the pulse front tilt on a GRENOUILLIE trace is
that it shifts the trace off center on delay. Although it is not a rigorous description of the
effect, but it is a good approximation of the value of β. In the code, it deliberates shifting
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Figure 28: Left: GRENOUILLE trace of a spatio-temporal-distortion-free pulse. Middle:
GRENOUILLE trace of the same pulse in the presence of spatial chirp (input spatial chirp:
dx/dω = 7.654321 × 106nmfs). Right: Reconstructed GRENOUILLE trace using the
algorithm described in the text, with the trace in the middle as the input. (retrieved spatial
chirp dx/dω = 7.654327× 106nmfs.)
the center of the mass of the trace back to the center of the trace, and uses the amount of
shift to calculate the base value of the pulse front tilt parameter, β, as shown in step 2 of
the algorithm. This base value is denoted as β0. Final value of β is β0 plus the fractional
β retrieved in rest part of the algorithm.
There exist a subtlety introduced by centering the trace (separating β0 from β). When





in step 6 or 8, the original coordinate x is used to calculate
the term, instead of the x′ after shift.
To locate the value of β more accurately, it was found that exp [iω′ (2kβLθ)] is the only
term which introduces a constant gradient phase to the field of Esig,ζ (ω′, ω). By knowing
this, the asymmetric phase term can be extracted from Esig,ζ (ω′, ω) in step 10 to estimate
the fractional β in every iterations.
4.5 Tests of code
To test the performance of the new retrieval algorithm, it’s theoretically generated a
GRENOUILLE trace of a fairly complicated pulse under the spatial chirp distortion, as
shown in Figs. 28 and 29. The distortion to the GRENOUILLE trace was quite severe.
With the new algorithm, it’s able to retrieve both the temporal pulse form and the spa-
tial chirp value very accurately, which corresponded to a reconstructed trace in perfect
agreement with the input distorted trace.
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Figure 29: Simulated (upper) and retrieved (lower) electric field of the pulse that is used
to generate traces in Fig. 28.
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Figure 30: Left: GRENOUILLE trace in the presence of spatial chirp and angular dispersion
(input spatial chirp: dx/dω = 6.0 × 106nmfs, input angular dispersion beta = 1.9940 ×
10−5fs). Right: Reconstructed GRENOUILLE trace, with the trace in the left as the
input. (retrieved spatial chirp dx/dω = 6.0078 × 106nmfs, retrieved angular dispersion
β = 2.0095× 10−5fs).
To test the overall performance of the new code, both spatial chirp and angular disper-
sion were added into test pulse. It was found the algorithm can still accurately find the
value of the spatial chirp parameter. In retrieval of the parameter of angular dispersion, we
have an error about 0.155× 106fs, which indicates about 1/10 pixels shift of the trace on
delay in the test trace.
Overall, we achieved accurate retrieval of both the pulse profile and the spatio-temporal
parameter from the distorted complicated GRENOUILLE trace.
4.6 Conclusions
In conclusion, a new ultrashort pulse electric field retrieval algorithm is developed, which
retrieves not only the temporal evolution of the pulse, but also spatio-temporal distortion
parameters of the input beam from the distorted GRENOUILLE trace. For the pulses with
only spatial chirp, the pulse characteristic in both temporal and spatial domain can be
perfectly retrieved. For the pulses with both spatial chirp and angular dispersion, the code
can still get reasonably accurate retrieval, but the optimization of the angular dispersion
parameter could be improved.
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CHAPTER V
SPATIAL EFFECT ON GRENOUILLE
5.1 Introduction
Variations in the spatial profile of an ultrashort pulse are generally neglected when measur-
ing its temporal profile. This assumption is not always justified even when the beam profile
is an ideal Gaussian.
In multi-shot measurements of ultrashort pulses, the delay is typically scanned by moving
a mirror,[50, 38, 9] and, as long as spatio-temporal distortions are absent (that is, the
pulses’ spatial and temporal field dependences separate), the space dependence of the field
factors out of the expression for the pulse autocorrelation and FROG [53] trace. As a result,
multi-shot autocorrelation and FROG measurements are essentially immune to poor spatial
mode quality. However, multi-shot methods require scanning the delay, which can be slow
and laborious. Multi-shot methods also suffer from geometrical distortions due to varying
delay across or along the nonlinear medium. And they cannot measure spatio-temporal
distortions.
In single-shot autocorrelation and FROG measurements, however, the delay is mapped
onto transverse position by crossing the replicas of the pulse at a relatively large angle
(see Fig.38).[57, 11, 52, 5, 14, 25, 32, 33, 36, 35, 40, 41] This class of methods is experi-
mentally simpler than its multi-shot cousins, and they are typically immune to geometrical
smearing effects. Also, they can indicate spatio-temporal distortions; single-shot FROG
or GRENOUILLE accurately yield the pulse spatial chirp and pulse-front tilt. However,
because the spatial coordinate is now used to obtain temporal information, it is necessary
to assume nearly constant beam intensity vs. the transverse coordinate. It is well-known
that this assumption is necessary, and, as a result, all such single-shot methods require
essentially constant beam spatial profiles, which is usually achieved by using large Gaussian
beam profiles. In GRENOUILLE measurements, especially of relatively long pulses (which
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result in a relatively broad trace), a complex pulse spatial profile can distort the trace and
the resulting retrieved pulse temporal profile. Indeed, even an ideal Gaussian beam, if not
sufficiently expanded, can result in a measured trace and pulse that are too short in time.
GRENOUILLE is sensitive to the input beam spatial profile in another manner. It
utilizes the signal beam angular deviation in the other direction (say, y) in conjunction
with a thick crystal’s small phase-matching bandwidth to spectrally resolve the signal pulse.
Variations in the nonlinear-optical signal intensity vs. kθ yield spectral structure in the trace
and hence also indicate spectral structure in the pulse. But variations in the input beam’s
intensity vs. angle at the crystal can also yield such signal variations. Thus, the input beam
intensity dependence on kθ is also important to take into account.
The purpose of this chapter is to include the effects of the beam spatial profile on
FROG, GRENOUILLE, and related measurements. We will take into account both the
beam intensity vs. x, which distorts the trace along the delay axis and its intensity vs.kθ
(i.e., angle) which distorts the trace along the frequency axis.
While the error introduced by the assumption of a constant beam profile is usually very
small in GRENOUILLE measurements, especially for unamplified pulses, this error can
become significant for amplified pulses, which usually have poorer spatial profiles. Fortu-
nately, amplified pulses usually have larger beams, and an averaging over one transverse
coordinate both work to reduce any such errors. Nevertheless, it is important to consider
this effect, and better, to remove it.
FROG is a spectrally resolved autocorrelation (spectrogram) with a corresponding iter-
ative phase-retrieval algorithm to retrieve the pulse intensity and phase. GRENOUILLE is
a highly simplified version of FROG, in which a Fresnel biprism splits the pulse in two and
recombines them in a second-harmonic-generation (SHG) crystal, automatically aligning the
device and mapping delay onto transverse position. The SHG crystal in GRENOUILLE is
thick, and so it spectrally resolves the second harmonic that it produces. It is known for its
low cost, compact size, automatic alignment, and simple operation. Because it incorporates
a camera for measuring the spectrogram, GRENOUILLE typically also is used to measure
the spatial profile of the beam. As a result, it is relatively convenient to take advantage of
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Figure 31: Sides view of GRENOUILLE
the spatial information to improve the temporal measurement.
In this work, we explore the effects of the spatial profile on the measured GRENOUILLE
trace. We show that, in the absence of spatio-temporal distortions, the effect of the spatial
profile on the measured GRENOUILLE trace simply an intensity mask. The mask can be
calculated simply from the measured spatial profile of input beam(for one technique, it is
spatial profile). Such distortions can be removed by simply dividing the measured trace by
spatial mask.
Finally, because single-shot FROG and GRENOUILLE necessarily incorporate a camera
for measuring the pulse spectrogram, they naturally also measure the spatial profile of the
beam. As a result, it is relatively convenient to take advantage of the spatial information
to improve the temporal measurement when necessary.
5.2 Spatial Manipulation in GRENOUILLE
In GRENOUILLE, an input beam is manipulated differently in two perpendicular dimen-
sions, x and y. As shown in Fig. 31, in the y dimension, the beam focused by a cylindrical
lens, then the SHG signal generated by the crystal is passed through a Fourier transform
lens to reach detector.
As shown in Fig. 32, in the x dimension, two halves of the beam are crossed at the
nonlinear crystal, then the SHG signal is imaged on the detector by a 2f imaging system.
As a result, the spatial profile of the beam will have different effects on the GRENOUILLE
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Figure 32: Top view of GRENOUILLE
trace in the two different dimensions. In coming sections, removing the effects in the two
dimensions will be discussed respectively.
5.3 Spatial Profile Influence in y Dimension
In the y dimension, as shown in Fig. 33, the cylindrical lens (Lens 1) focuses the input beam
onto the thick crystal. With this operation, the beam spatial profile Ein(y) is converted
into the angular profile Ẽin (kθ). Because of small phase-matching bandwidth of the thick
crystal, certain colors in SHG signal can only phase match on a specific output angle.
Therefore the frequency of the SHG signal is resolved into different angles. We denote the
output SHG signal field as Ẽout (k′θ). Then the Fourier transform lens (Lens 2) will map the
angular distribution of the SHG signal into the spatial distribution, Eout(y′), on the CCD
camera.
With the description above, two lenses map the fields between the spatial and angular
spaces, so the relation between Ẽin(kθ) and Eout(k′θ) can be assumed as Ein (y) ∝ Ẽin (kθ),
similarly Ẽout (k′θ) and Eout (y
′). But the relation between Ẽin (kθ) and Ẽout (k′θ), involves
complex SHG processes in the thick SHG crystal, therefore requires more detailed discus-
sions.
Nonlinear process in GRENOUILLE pulse measurement is complex. The fundamental
beam is input on the nonlinear crystal with a tight focus, therefore the fundamental beam
has a great angular divergence. As a result, both the collinear and non-collinear phase
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Figure 33: Field translation in y dimension.
matching could take place in the GRENOUILLE pulse measurement.
Another important feature of the GRENOUILLE technique is that the small phase-
matching bandwidth of the thick crystal is utilized to resolve the frequency component
of the SHG signal into different angles. According to the good agreements between the
GRENOUILLE traces and the multi-shot FROG traces, an assumption is made in the
following discussion: different colors in the SHG signal is perfectly resolved into different
angles by the thick crystal in the GRENOUILLE.
As shown in Fig.33, in case of the collinear phase match, the fundamental beam on the
”θ” direction will contribute to the SHG signal with the frequency ω on the ”−θ” direction.
Comparing collinear phase match and non-collinear phase match as in Figure 34, the
SHG signal with the frequency ω generated by the non-collinear phase match will output
with angles other than ”−θ”. Therefore the contribution of non-collinear phase match to
the frequency ω in the SHG signal is ignorable according to the assumption made above.
There is another case of non-collinear process, which can generate the frequency on direction
”−θ” as shown in Fig.35.
This is the case where the phase match condition is not hold. As a result, the efficiency
of the SHG process is low. The second harmonic generation efficiencies of the collinear and
non-collinear process with different angles are compared in Fig.36.
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Figure 34: Upper: the non-collinear phase math with a non-collinear angle of β and output
angle −θ′; Lower: the collinear phase match with output angle −θ.
Figure 35: the non-collinear SHG process without phase match.
Figure 36: SHG efficiency comparison in the collinear and non-collinear process.
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Figure 37: Intensity Mask introduced by spatial profile on the Y dimension
As shown in Fig. 36, the efficiencies reduced dramatically when the non-collinear angle
has a tiny increase. So in practice, the collinear phase match process dominates in the
nonlinear process in the GRENOUILLE pulse measurement. As a result, the angular dis-
tribution of the fundamental beam Ẽin (kθ) and the angular distribution of the SHG signal
Ẽout (k′θ) have a simple relation as: Iout (k−θ) ∝ I2in (kθ) ISHG (ω−θ).
By putting all the relations together, the input beam spatial profile Iin (y) can be related
to the output spatial profile Iout (y′) as Iout (y′) ∝ I2in (−y) ISHG (y′).
In conclusion, the influence of the input beam spatial profile on the output GRENOUILLE
trace in y dimension is mainly an intensity mask, which is the square of the input pulse
intensity in y with a flip, as shown in Fig.37. Although this result is based on the assump-
tion of the perfect crystal, it is still a good approximation to real cases as discussed above.
Therefore it is appropriate to apply this conclusion to the real measured traces.
5.4 Spatial Profile Influence in x Dimension
In x dimension, GRENOUILLE involves crossing two halves of the beam at the nonlinear
crystal to generate a second harmonic signal. Then the second harmonic signal is imaged
on the CCD camera.
Imaging process in x dimension will not influence the profile of the trace, so the discussion
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Figure 38: Above: shows two halves of the beam crossed by the biprism, and the overlapping
zone on nonlinear crystal; Bottom: show the active spatial portion of the pulse, which takes
part in the generation of second harmonic signal.
will be focused on the beam crossing effects. As shown in Fig.38, typically only a portion
of each half beam (active zone) is engaged in signal generation.
The effect caused by the spatial profile of the pulse on the GRENOUILLE trace in x
dimension is simply an intensity mask. The overall mask on the trace is a multiplication
of the intensity of the left half beam and the intensity of the right half beam in the active
zone, as shown in Fig. 39.
Fig. 39 also indicates that for a short pulse if its spatial profile is symmetric, and the
active zones on each half beam happen to be symmetrically placed on the profile, the overall
mask is close to the constant, the effect of the spatial profile is ignorable. But there still
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Figure 39: Left: linear intensity of the active zone on left half beam. Center: linear
intensity of the active zone on right half beam. Right: constant over all intensity mask on
the final trace.
are many cases that the overall mast cannot be neglected. For instance, when the pulse is
long, then the active zone will spread over a big range of the spatial profile and no longer
be approximated to a linear shape, the result mask will strongly depend on the topology
of the spatial profile. In another case, if the spatial profile is not symmetric or the active
zones are located on asymmetric places of the spatial profile (in case of a misaligned beam),
the effects from left side and right side beam cannot cancel each other, the overall mask
will modify the trace dramatically.
5.4.1 Interpolation in x Dimension
As discussed before, in x dimension only a portion of the pulse spatial profile is involved
in generating the spatial mask. if the CCD camera measuring the beam spatial profile has
same resolution as the CCD camera measuring the GRENOUILLE trace, the size of spatial
mask in x dimension will be smaller than that of the trace. But in order to factor out the
spatial mask from the measured trace, a spatial mask with same size of the trace is required.
There are two ways to achieve this. First, a high resolution camera can be utilized to
measure the spatial profile of the beam. Second, the spatial mask in x dimension can be
numerically interpolated to increase its size as that of the trace. The first approach is not
applicable, because it requires an addition camera which is inconvenient and expensive.
Furthermore, because pulses measured by GRENOUILLE vary in length, it is hard to
predetermine the resolution of the additional camera. The second approach can be applied
to the measurement of pulses with any pulse length. But the drawback of interpolation is
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the fine structure of the spatial profile will be lost in this approach. Will this harm our
method? The answer is no, as long as the SHG signal is generated on high energy region
of the beam.
Because the spatial intensity mask is multiplied to the ideal trace to generate distortions,
and the measured trace is routinely normalized in numerical processing, therefore the actual
mask on the trace is the normalized spatial mask, Imask/Imask−min. Imask−min is the
minimum intensity in the mask. The value of Imask−min is determined by the values of the
intensity in the active zones of the left and right beamlets. When fine structures present in
the intensity mask, the mask can be represented as (Imask−rough + ∆Imask−fine) /Imask−min.
If the fundamental beam is managed to overlap at the high intensity parts, the value of
Imask(min) is high. The ∆Imask−fine/Imask−min is ignorable from the overall mask.
Therefore, losing fine structure in the intensity mask will only slightly influence the final
mask. As a result, interpolation on x dimension to match up the size of the spatial mask
and the trace is a practical approach.
5.5 Spatial Profile Influence in x & y Dimension
Combining the discussions in last two sections, an overall 2D spatial mask can be written
as,
Spatialmask (x, y) = f (x− Lθ,−y) f (x + Lθ,−y) (50)
Where
f (x, y) is the spatial profile of the input beam. L is the distance from the biprism to
the crystal. θ is the crossing angle of the beam.
By measuring the spatial intensity profile, f (x, y), of the input beam, which is very
convenient in GRENOUILLE, the 2D spatial mask of the GRENOUILLE trace can be
calculated from the formula above.
For instance, suppose an input beam spatial profile is measured as shown in Fig. 40.
The corresponding second harmonic active zones and the overall spatial mask are shown
in Fig. 41.
Under this mask the GRENOUILLE trace will be distorted as shown in Fig. 42.
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Figure 40: Spatial profile of input beam.
Figure 41: Left:active zone of the spatial mask in Fig.40;Right: Overall spatial mask
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Figure 42: Left: the theoretical GRENOUILLE trace without spatial distortion, right: the
measured GRENOUILLE trace under the spatial mask shown in Fig. 41
The simulated results show that the spatial distortions dramatically change the GRENOUILLE
trace, therefore removing the spatial effect is a necessary and important step in processing
a GRENOUILLE trace.
5.6 Conclusions
In this work, influence of the beam spatial profile on the GRENOUILLE trace is discussed.
We concluded that the effects can be simply treated as an intensity mask. In y dimension,
the intensity mask is simply the square of the input beam profile in y with a flip. In x
dimension, the mask is the multiplication of the left and right intensity mask in the active
zone. Therefore in x dimension, symmetry of the spatial profile, intensity of the pulse,
width of the pulse in time domain, are all play roles in the final intensity mask. This spatial




Optimization is a very broad topic. It is no possible to cover every details of optimization
in this discussion, so only a small portion of optimization which is related to the FROG
algorithm is discussed to prepare readers for understanding of the works in this thesis.
The specific part of optimization problem involved in the FROG algorithm is the un-
constrained multi-dimensional optimization with calculation of derivatives. In the rest part
of this chapter, the one dimensional optimization will be discussed first, because almost all
the multi-dimensional optimizations require a one dimensional optimization sub-algorithm.
The scenario of the unconstrained multi-dimensional optimization is displayed to readers.
Finally a general strategy for the multi-dimensional optimization is presented and how
derivatives are used in multi-dimensional optimization is discussed.
A.1 One Dimensional Optimization
There are many algorithms for searching minima in one dimension. They can be divided
into two major families, with or without the computation of derivatives. One dimension
algorithms without computation of derivative, such as Golden Section Search,[31] Parabolic
Interpolation,[10] are not of our interest. Discussion will focus on the one dimensional
optimization family with the computation of derivatives.
Information of derivatives is very useful in determine the searching direction and the
step length along the direction.





, tells us the minimization direction, the blue arrow. The magnitude of the first order
derivative can not give us much useful information except for a rough estimation of the
searching step length(first order derivative on the minima is zero, bigger magnitude should
correspond to longer step length).
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Figure 43: Minimum searching with computation of first order derivative. Dash line shows
the first order derivative at point x0. Blue arrow points to the negative sign direction of
first order derivative, which is the minimization direction.
In general, the function is nicely parabolic near to the minimum. The function f can
be expanded into a polynomial of degree two near the minimum.
f = c + bx + ax2 + · · ·









derivative of function on point x0. c = f(x0)
The polynomial defined by a, b, c will match up with the function closely in the region
near to the minimum. Then a single leap with length − b2a , can be made from x0 to the
minimum, as shown in Fig.44
So combining the information of the first and the second order derivatives, both the
searching direction and a relative accurate step length can be determined.
Imagining of computing higher order derivatives, such as third, fourth order, a more
accurate estimation of the step length can be found. The drawbacks of computing higher
order derivatives are the influence of high order derivative on step length is usually small,
and the computation consumes time itself, furthermore the higher order derivatives are not
always able to be computed. In general, people only compute the first and second order
derivatives.
But there is still a special case need be considered about. When the function is a
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Figure 44: Minimum searching with computation of first and second order derivative. Dash
line is the parabolic fitting line at x0 with first and second derivative. Blue arrow shows
the place for next leap in searching.
polynomial—only has finite orders of derivatives, by knowing the coefficient of the polyno-
mial, the global minimum of the function can be easily calculated directly.
As shown in Fig.45, the extrema of the function are all located at the place where the
first order derivative equal to zero. If the function is a polynomial of degree n, fn, the first
order derivative of fn is a polynomial of degree n-1, f ′n−1. As shown in Fig., the extrema
of fn will locate at roots of f ′n−1. According to the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, the
number of roots of f ′n−1 is n-1. By calculating all the roots of f ′n−1, and evaluating them
in fn, the point with minimum value of fn is the minimum. This minimum is the global
minimum of the polynomial. Now, the iterative minima searching procedure is reduced in
to the roots calculation of f ′n−1 and n-1 evaluations of fn. In practise, only the unique and
real roots need be evaluated, the number of evaluations may much less than n-1.
A.2 Multi-Dimensional Optimization Scenario
Multidimensional minimization is finding the minimum of a function of more than one
independent variables. The mainstream strategy for the multidimensional minimization
came form following scenario.
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Figure 45: Extrema of a function in an interval.
Suppose a blind man is trying to find treasure in a hilly region. The only clue he knew
about the treasure is it located at the lowest point of the region. Because the man is blind,
he can not SEE where the treasures is. A simple strategy for him is starting from where
he stood, choosing a downhill direction, moving along that direction until the latitude start
to increase, then choosing another downhill direction and repeating the procedure above.
This strategy can guarantee he always go to a lower place, if there is no local minimum in
the region, he can always find the treasures finally.
This strategy is also applicable in the minimum searching in N-dimensional space.
Searching can start from a random point P in N-dimensional space, proceed from there
in some vector direction n, then the multi-variable function f can be minimized along the
direction n by a one dimensional minimization program as discussed in last section. Then
repeating the procedure, the minimum in N-dimensional space can be reached after se-
quences of the line minimization. Under this strategy, different minimization methods will
differ only by how they choose the next direction n at each stage.
Although this is not the only strategy in the multidimensional optimization—method
like simplex [46] don’t use one dimensional minimization at all, it is the most popular one
used today. Especially when the derivatives of the function is computable, it is the most
efficient strategy.
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A.2.1 Minimization Direction in Multidimensional Optimization
As discussed in last section, every iteration of the multidimensional minimization consists
two steps. First step is determining the minimization direction. Second step is minimizing
along the chosen direction. The major different between different methods is their way of
choosing the direction.
If the derivatives of the function is not able to be computed, the minimization direction
must be guessed from experience like Direction Set(Powell’s) method.[1] But this not the
case of our interest, because the derivatives of the objective function of FROG algorithm
are calculable.
If the first order partial derivative of the function can be calculated, then the minimiza-





The direction −⇀b is the one in which the objective function decrease most rapidly, at
least initially. Hence this method is called steepest descent.
If the second order derivative of the function can also be calculated, then alike in one
dimension minimization, the multidimensional function can be expanded at x0.










(xi − x0i) (xj − x0j) + · · ·
≈ c + b · (x − x0) + 12 (x − x0) ·H · (x − x0)
(52)
where








At the minimum of f(x), the first order derivative is zero. Substituting this condition
into Eq. 52,
0 = b + H · (x − x0) (53)
By solving it,
x = x0 −H−1 · b (54)
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So the minimum x can be reached by one leap −H−1 · b from x0. Same as in one
dimensional minimization, both minimization direction and step length can be determined in
multidimensional optimization, if the first and second order derivatives are calculated. This
method is call Newton’s method, it is much more efficient than steepest descent method.
In common case, it could be 25,000 times more efficient than the steepest descent.[8]
A.3 Conclusion
The unconstrained multidimensional optimization mainly contains two steps in each iter-
ation. First step is choosing the minimization direction, methods for this step could be
Powell’s method, steepest descent, Newton’s method, depending on which order’s deriva-
tives is calculated. Second step is line minimization along the chosen direction, again the
information of derivatives can be utilized in minimization, specifically if the function is a
polynomial, the line minimization can be simplified into a direct calculation.
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APPENDIX B
HESSIAN OF FROG OBJECTIVE FUNCTION




























where f is a function of N variables. xm, xn are any two independent variables in f .
In this case, Zζ is the function with 2N variables. The variables in Zζ is E (ωi) , i =
1, 2, · · ·N.. Because for every E (ωi), its real part and image part are two independent
variables, Zζ has totally 2N independent variables. In order to clearly denote the variables





1 ≤ i ≤ N, Re {E (ωi)}
N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N, Im {E (ωi−N )}




, {m,n = 1, 2, · · ·, 2N.}








The superscript of the sub-matrixes represents the partial derivative are conducted on




∂Re {E (ωm)} ∂Im {E (ωn)} , {m,n = 1, 2, · · ·, N.}
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The later discussion shows that the value of four sub-matrixes are related to each other,
the calculation of one matrix can derived others.
The first order partial derivatives of Zζ is








|E (ωj − ω′m)Sζ (ωj , ω′m)|2 E (ω′m)
− [E (ωj − ω′m)Sζ (ωj , ω′m)]∗E′sig,ζ (ωj , ω′m)
+ |E (ωj − ω′m)Sζ (ωj , ωj − ω′m)|2 E (ω′m)














|E (ωj − ω′m) Sζ (ωj , ω′m)|2 E (ω′m)
− [E (ωj − ω′m) Sζ (ωj , ω′m)]∗E′sig,ζ (ωj , ω′m)
+ |E (ωj − ω′m) Sζ (ωj , ωj − ω′m)|2 E (ω′m)













|E (ωj − ω′m) Sζ (ωj , ω′m)|2 E (ω′m)
− [E (ωj − ω′m) Sζ (ωj , ω′m)]∗E′sig,ζ (ωj , ω′m)
+ |E (ωj − ω′m) Sζ (ωj , ωj − ω′m)|2 E (ω′m)




As for any complex number A,
Im {A} ≡ Re {−iA}










−i |E (ωj − ω′m) Sζ (ωj , ω′m)|2 E (ω′m)
+i [E (ωj − ω′m) Sζ (ωj , ω′m)]∗E′sig,ζ (ωj , ω′m)
−i |E (ωj − ω′m) Sζ (ωj , ωj − ω′m)|2 E (ω′m)
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[
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]
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[
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n 6= m, E (ω′n)∗E (ω′m)
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2Sζ (ωj , ω′n)






















HRR = 2Re {F + T}
HRI = 2Re {−iF + iT}
HIR = 2Re {−iF − iT}
HII = 2Re {−F + T}
Now we can calculate the 2N by 2N Hessian of Zζ , only using N by N computing time.
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